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ABSTRACT 

Investigation of the optical characteristics of Graphene Oxide (GO) film was carried 

out. The GO film was fabricated by drop-casting of GO solution onto a planar substrate. 

The GO solution was prepared using improved Hummer’s method. The optical 

conductivity of GO film for TE-polarised light (perpendicular to the stacking axis of GO 

layers) is in the magnitude of ~103 Sm-1, which results in very high optical absorption. 

On the other hand, TM-polarised light will encounter relatively smaller absorption due to 

a much lower optical conductivity. It was also observed that the conductivity of the GO 

film is affected by the amount of water molecule present in the film. Water molecules are 

able to permeate in and out of the GO film freely due to the film natural properties. The 

permeated water molecules readily interact with the functional groups of each individual 

GO layer and this interaction reduces the film conductivity by further widening its 

bandgap. This process was reversible when the water content in the film was reduced. In 

addition, photothermal reduction through optical phonon relaxation of GO film using near 

infrared light source was studied. A numerical model of wave propagation in GO film 

was then developed followed by experimental verification of the model. 

The GO film was then coated onto a planar optical waveguide. Strong polarisation 

effect was observed due to the large anisotropy complex dielectric function of GO film. 

The GO film functionalized waveguide polariser showed a broad band response over the 

visible and near infrared wavelength range with a maximum polarisation extinction ratio 

of more than 40 dB in the 1550 nm optical fibre communication window. The response 

of GO film to changing water content has also been applied in optical water detection and 

humidity sensing. Finally, by exploring the reversible photothermal reduction 

characteristics of GO film, an all-optical GO-based waveguide modulator with a 

modulation depth of 72% and response time of <100 µs was demonstrated.   
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ABSTRAK 

 Penyiasatan atas ciri-ciri optik filem Graphene Oksida (GO) telah dijalankan. Filem 

GO adalah dibuat dengan cara “drop-casting” dari penyelesaian GO ke atas substrat satah. 

Penyelesaian GO ini adalah disediakan dengan menggunakan kaedah Hummer. 

Kekonduksian optik filem GO untuk cahaya yang berpolarisasi TE (berserenjang dengan 

paksi menyusun lapisan GO) adalah dalam magnitud ~ 103 Sm-1. Ini mengakibatkan 

penyerapan cahaya TE yang kuat. Sebaliknya, cahaya berpolarisasi TM akan mengalami 

penyerapan yang lebih kecil berbanding dengan cahaya berpolarisasi TE atas sebab 

kekonduksian optik yang lebih rendah. Selain itu turut diperhatikan, kekonduksian filem 

GO adalah dipengaruhi oleh jumlah kandungan molekul air yang hadir dalam filem itu. 

Molekul air dapat meresap ke dalam dan keluar dari filem GO dengan bebas atas sebab 

sifat semula jadi filem. Air yang diresap akan bertindak balas dengan kumpulan berfungsi 

masing-masing yang hadir di setiap lapisan GO dan tindak balas penurunan ini akan 

mengurangkan kekonduksian filem. Prosess ini boleh berbalik apabila kandungan air 

dalam filem dikurangkan. Selain itu, penurunan foto-haba memalui kelonggaran fonon 

optik bagi filem GO dengan menggunakan sumber cahaya inframerah turut dipelajari. 

Satu model berangka perambatan gelombang optik dalam filem GO telah dibangunkan 

dan disahkan melalui penyelidikan. 

Filem GO kemudian disalut ke atas pandu gelombang optik yang bersatah. Kesan 

polarisasi cahaya yang kuat dapat diperhatikan atas sebab ciri ketidaksamaan dalam 

dielektrik filem GO. Penyaring polarisasi yang dicipta melalui cara ini mempunyai 

rangkaian yang luas dalam panjang gelombang inframerah dan cahaya yang boleh dilihat. 

Nisbah penyaring yang lebih daripada 40 dB dapat dicapai dalam panjang gelombang 

komunikasi 1550 nm. Ciri-ciri tindak balas filem GO keatas kandungan air juga telah 

digunakan dalam pengesanan air dan kelembapan diatas gentian optic bersatah. Akhir 

sekali, dengan penerokaan atas ciri-ciri berbalik pengurangan foto-haba filem GO, semua 
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optik pandu gelombang modulasi berasaskan GO telah ditunjukkan dengan mempunyai 

kedalaman modulasi 72% dan tempoh tindak balas <100 µs. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Birth of Planar Lightwave Circuits (PLCs) 

In 2009, Charles K. Kao was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics by The Royal 

Swedish Academy of Sciences for his influential contribution on the phenomena of light 

transmission in optical fibres used for communication. This award represented 

recognition of his contribution to fibre optic communication systems that have changed 

our everyday lives throughout the past 15 years, where information can be transferred 

around the world with just a few keyboard strokes [1]. By comparing with the traditional 

electric copper wire, the bandwidth of a single mode fibre is about 50 THz, which are 

5000 times faster than copper wire. First few tens year after the born of fibre optic in 

1966, fibre optic technologies were only used in the military and only until 1990s, fibre 

optic are applying in internet backbone between countries. The driven factor of this 

application is due to the creation of World Wide Web in 1989 by Tim Berners-Lee [2], 

an historical milestone of “Information Age”, resulted in a hugely increasing amount of 

personal internet usage in daily life occurring at the beginning of this new millennium. 

As a means to satisfy the capacity demands, the concept of Fibre-To-The-Home (FTTH) 

became realistic whereby fibre optic was used in all levels. Many countries like Japan, 

North America, and Europe adopted FTTH technologies into their communication system, 

Japan alone in 2006 had more than 6 million FTTH subscribers online, and became the 

first country to connect more new FTTH customers than Digital-Subscriber-Line (DSL) 

customers [3]. In Malaysia, the FTTH project was launched on 2007 to provide FTTH 

broadband access by the second half of 2008 in Klang Valley and other major urban 

centres in Peninsula Malaysia as a preliminary step towards an ultimate digital home 

experience [4]. 
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In order to support the fibre optic communication system, devices are necessary 

in order to manipulate and process light signals. Light manipulation in the 1980s was 

done by converting it into an electrical signal, electronically processed and finally 

conversion of the signal back into an optical signal for launch into the fibre optic system. 

This kind of conversion is not efficient in today’s optical communication system because 

it causes slow down in the optical networking speed due to the relatively slow response 

time (when compared to the optical signal transmission light speed) of electronic devices, 

and furthermore an external electricity supply is needed for operation of electronic 

devices. Hence, research on multifunctional passive optical devices has become the focus 

for scientists around the world. However, with the exception of Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG, 

a narrow-band wavelength filter), not all functions necessary for the elimination of 

electrical conversion can be fabricated directly onto the fibre. Other functions that are 

equally important in fibre optic communication system, such as Splitters, Array 

Waveguides Gratings (AWGs), and wavelength combiners, can only be integrated in a 

planar platform (also known as a planar waveguide or Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC)). 

Research and development necessary for planar waveguide devices has already been 

justified by the commercial deployment of optical passive splitters in FTTH 

telecommunication systems. It is believed that more planar waveguide devices will follow 

the success of optical splitters, especially in telecommunications, where researchers are 

focusing their efforts to reduce the footprint of planar waveguide devices and to integrate 

more functions onto a single chip, as well as to reduce the optical insertion loss and 

fabrication cost [3, 5]. It is worth noting that PLC developments have resulted in high 

component density on a single chip: such components do not only refer to optical 

components but also electronics components. Electronics functions can also be integrated 

into a PLC and function together with the optical components in a single chip. Examples 

of these components are waveguides, gratings, emitters (laser source), detectors 
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(photodiode), and splitters. Due to their great potential, PLCs are attractive within fields 

other than telecommunications, such as medical, military, and aerospace, and applications 

of PLCs are expected to grow wider in the future. 

 

1.2 Planar Lightwave Circuits as Optical Waveguides 

A PLC is a type of optical waveguide - a structure that is able to guide wave such 

as electromagnetic waves - that is fabricated on a flat substrate such as silica, silicon or 

any insulator. There are many types of optical material suitable for PLC fabrication, 

including silica on silicon, silica on silica, silicon on insulator, silicon oxynitrides, indium 

phosphide, lithium niobate, and polymer. PLC waveguides that uses silica on silica are 

attractive in the commercial market because this platform takes advantages of well-

established semiconductor processing technology, low fabrication cost, low optical 

propagation loss in the optical Communication Band (C-band), and high coupling 

efficiency with conventional silica based optical fibres [6]. Silica wafers offer the 

advantages of high degree of planarity, good adhesion to silica deposition, no thermal 

mismatch between layers, and a relatively low cost due to their mass production [7]. 

 

Silica on silica refers to two or three layers of silica with different optical 

properties that are deposited on top of a silica substrate. These silica layers are responsible 

for the waveguide operation. The basic operation principle of a PLC waveguide is similar 

to that for optical fibre, in which light is guided in the silica layer that has a higher 

refractive index (usually referred to as core) than the surrounding silica layer (usually 

stated as cladding) by the mechanism of Total Internal Reflection (TIR). In order to 

fabricate silica layers that have different optical properties, dopants like phosphorous, 

boron, and germanium are added into each silica layer during the fabrication process. 

These dopants affect the atomic bonding of the silica layer and cause a change in 
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refractive index, glass transition temperature and other properties that play an important 

role in an optical waveguide. 

 

In terms of waveguide profiles, the PLC waveguide is in planar form as indicated 

by it’s name. The structure of the PLC waveguide core layer can generally be divided 

into 4 waveguide categories: slab, deep ridge, channel, and ridge waveguides. The cross-

sectional geometrical structure of these waveguides is represented in Figure 1.1. While 

the lengthwise structure of the core is along the z-axis, the wave propagation axis is 

dependent on the function of the PLC waveguides e.g. it has a Y-shape for a power splitter 

[8]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Types of waveguides structure with light propagation along z-axis. 

 

1.2.1 Planar Lightwave Circuits Technology 

Silica-on-silica PLCs offer aforementioned competitive commercial value and fall 

within the category of low index contrast optical waveguides, wherein the refractive index 

difference between core and cladding is below 1%. Index contrast is important in 

waveguide design because this parameter determines the main characteristic of light 
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propagation and the dimension of the waveguide [9]. A low index contrast has a typical 

square core dimension ranging from 5 to 9 µm with very low optical loss of 0.05 dB/cm, 

low birefringence and very high coupling efficiency in comparison to standard single 

mode fibre. The minimal bending radius of 5 mm in low index contrast waveguides limits 

the scale of function integration in a single chip [9, 10]. On the other hand, high index 

contrast waveguides, such as Silicon Photonics with index contrast of up to 140%, 

overcome these limitations due to a small bending radius of a few microns. However, this 

high index waveguide structure suffers from high coupling loss compared to ordinary 

fibre due to a sub-micron core size, high scattering loss due to core surface roughness, 

mode hybrid (light polarisation), stress and birefringence [10].   

 

The medium index contrast waveguide, referring to optical waveguides having 

index contrast of 2% to 10%, balances the ideal of high function integration with realistic 

application within current optical fibre network systems. Usually a medium index 

contrast waveguide will have an optical propagation loss of less than 0.2 dB/cm with 

minimum bending radius of less than 300 µm. Typical examples of medium index 

contrast waveguides are silicon oxynitride and polymer. In this thesis work, we focus on 

medium index contrast waveguide design and application. 

 

1.2.2 Polymer Based Waveguides 

 As mentioned earlier, one example of medium index contrast waveguide is a 

polymer-based waveguide. Polymeric platforms are usually chosen for integrated optical 

devices as they are relatively cheap to fabricate compared to silica waveguides. Typically, 

the polymer material used as core is photosensitive and can be patterned by 

photolithography or direct writing. In terms of fabrication, the polymer can be directly 

spun-coated onto a base substrate. The base substrate can be silica or another polymer 
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material that has lower refractive index. This core layer subsequently undergoes 

patterning and finally optionally has a cover added consisting of another polymer material 

[11-14]. With this simple fabrication process, the use of bulky machines such as glass 

deposition, metal deposition and dry etching system can be avoided and thus reduce the 

chip fabrication cost. Examples of polymer waveguide material are PMMA [15], PDMS 

[16] and BCB [17-20].    

 

 Gradually SU-8 formulated by Microchem Corporation become a popular 

candidate for polymer optical device development due to its high optical transparency 

and its ability to yield structures possessing high aspect ratio. The relatively low synthesis 

cost and process temperature of polymer-based devices also translated into lower 

production cost with the possibility of electronics integration, which is itself a low 

temperature process [12, 14, 21]. More details on SU-8 will be discussed in chapter 3. It 

is worth nothing that SU-8 was chosen in this thesis work as the material of the basic 

optical waveguide platform. We then integrate Graphene Oxide film on to this basic 

optical platform to further explore optical chip functionality.  

 

1.3 Graphene Photonics 

Pencils were developed a century ago and consist of Graphite (carbon atoms in a 

crystalline structure) sandwiched between 2 pieces of wood. It took until 2004 for single 

layer Graphite, known as Graphene, to be successfully isolated out from Graphite by the 

physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, who were consequently awarded a 

Nobel Prize in 2010 [22]. Thereafter, Graphene and Graphene Oxide (GO) became a hot 

research topic due to its superb natural properties whereby signal emitting, transmitting 

modulating, and detection can be all integrated onto one single chip. Besides, Graphene 

shows remarkably high thermal conductivity, high optical damage threshold, and high 
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third-order optical nonlinearities properties [23-27]. Graphene also shows a frequency-

independent optical transmittance that is solely determined by the theoretical fine 

structure constant (~2.3% of broadband absorption per layer). Moreover, this dielectric 

property can be controlled via chemical doping (oxidation of Graphene become Graphene 

Oxide) and electron doping. As a result, Graphene has been applied in Graphene 

waveguides, broadband polarisers, Graphene modulators, Graphene photodetectors, and 

saturable absorbers for mode lock and Q-switched lasers [28-35].   

 

Although Graphene has many advantages, perfect single layer Graphene sheets 

are not easy to obtain in large quantities, as they require creation via a CVD system. Most 

of the Graphene sheet is in it's oxidized form, Graphene Oxide (GO), which is simple to 

fabricate from Graphite via Hummer’s method (this will be discussed in chapter 4). In 

this thesis work, the optical light (visible and telecommunication band – 1550 nm) 

interaction with GO Film (GOF) was studied. GOF allows for a light polarisation effect 

due to it's natural anisotropic dielectric properties. This effect was exploited within optical 

waveguides to achieve a waveguide polariser, water and humidity sensing, and optical 

switch control. 
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1.4 Thesis Objective and Outline 

The objectives of this work are  

1) To characterize the fabricated GOF using drop-casting  

2) To functionalize planar optical waveguide with GOF coating to achieve  

a. Broadband waveguide polarizer which can be used in the 2nd and 3rd 

optical communication windows. 

b. All optical humidity sensing with high resolution (1% RH) 

c. All optical switch / modulator with more than 50% modulation 

efficiency  

The achievement of these objectives is outlined as follows. 

The waveguide principle and light polarisation principle will be discussed in the 

next chapter. A comparison of simulation method and software will be discussed as well. 

Details of the overall optical chip fabrication process will be discussed in chapter 3. In 

this chapter, the basic aspect of polymer waveguide fabrication will be discussed, which 

includes the fabrication environment, choosing the suitable substrate, pattern definition, 

and optical characterization. The pattern definition method that will be discussed is 

mainly focused on a photolithography technique. GO preparation (via Hummer’s 

method), GOF fabrication (via drop-casting technique) and its characterisation are 

discussed in chapter 4. Chapters 5 to 7 are mainly focused on the application of the GOF 

coating on optical waveguides: on-chip polarisers in chapter 5, water - humidity sensing 

in chapter 6, and optical switches in chapter 7. Finally, a thesis conclusion and future 

potential work will be discussed in chapter 8.   
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CHAPTER 2: WAVEGUIDE THEORY AND SIMULATION 

In this chapter, optical waveguide theory and simulation will be discussed for 

guided modes in a homogenous medium as well as in complex structures such as a 

channel in a planar waveguide. The two common simulation techniques, FDTD and 

FEM, with their corresponding simulation software are also discussed in detail. 

 

2.1 Waveguide Theory  

It was well known from the Ray theory of light that light travelled in a straight 

line with a finite velocity in a homogenous medium such as air or vacuum. Optical 

elements or waveguides are needed to route light into the desired optical path, where the 

term waveguide refers to a structure that guides waves such as electromagnetic waves or 

sound wave. Different waveguide structures are required for guiding different types of 

wave or even a different range of frequency. For example, a hollow conductive metal 

pipe was used to guide microwaves while a dielectric medium such as fibre optic was 

found suitable to guide optical frequency waves. In this chapter, only optical 

waveguides are discussed.   

       

2.1.1 Formation of Guided Modes in A Waveguide 

An optical waveguide consists of a dielectric core in which light is confined, and 

a lower refractive index dielectric cladding that surrounds the core. Figure 2.1 illustrates 

a slab waveguide core with refractive nc on a substrate with refractive index nsub and 

covered by a cladding with refractive index nclad. Optical light is guided along the z-axis 

and this structure is extended to infinity along the y-axis. The basic guiding principle of 

an optical waveguide is based on total internal refraction between the core and cladding 

boundary due to the difference in refractive index. For simplicity, assume nsub = nclad, 

which is a logical assumption for means of obtaining isotropic waveguides as is 
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practiced in the commercial waveguide industry to reduce the polarisation-dependent 

loss.  From Snell’s Law, 

��	���	��� 	 ��	���	
� Eqn 2.1 

and usually the medium of ni is air, which is approximately 1. ϴic is defined as the 

critical incident angle (also known as acceptance angle) and αc is defined as the 

critical propagation angle. Incident light that has an angle smaller than ϴic will be 

guided in this slab waveguide whereas differently angled light (the dotted line) will be 

leaking out from this slab waveguide.  

 

Figure 2.1: Geometrical structure of a slab waveguide. 

Numerical Aperture (NA)  is a dimensionless number that characterizes the range of 

angles over which the system can accept or emit light. Hence NA is defined as below, 

�� 	 ���	�� 	 ��	���	
�  Eqn 2.2 

The term sin αc can be replaced by another set of Snell’s Law purely based on nc and 

nclad as below, 

 ��	���	�� 		�����	���	90� 		�����  Eqn 2.3 

The angle βC and αC are interchangeable where, 

���	�� 	 	���	
� 	 �������	     Eqn 2.4 

and with the simple theorem of Pythagoras, the identity becomes as below,  
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��� 
� =  �1 − ���� 
� =  1 − �������   
Eqn 2.5 

NA can be rewritten as below,  

�� =  ���� − ������!       Eqn 2.6 

where it can be recognized as a unit purely based on the refractive index of the 

waveguide structure. Another important definition term in the waveguide is refractive 

index difference, Δ given by  

∆ =  ��!#�����!
���! ≅  ��#�������     Eqn 2.7 

and practically approximate to the form in the right hand side if the difference in 

refractive index of the core and cladding is small. Refractive index difference is 

commonly expressed as a percentage, which is a useful factor in waveguide fabrication. 

The term NA can be further expressed as below, 

�� = �� √2∆!    Eqn 2.8 

The paragraph above discussed the mechanism of mode confinement of light 

that involves the incident angle within the acceptance angle. However, not all light rays 

with incident angle within the acceptance angle can be guided, and this is related to the 

guided modes of the waveguide that are discrete in nature. Let consider a plane wave 

with wavenumber of nck (k = 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum) propagating 

in the core along z-axis with an angle ϕ (ϕ < αc) as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Light rays (with an angle ϕ) and their corresponding phase fronts (dotted 

line) in a slab waveguide with core size 2a. 

According to the phase fronts diagram in Figure 2.2, the phase fronts at points P, 

Q, R, and S should be equal. The light ray RS is reflected twice at the core-cladding 

boundary may encounter phase shift, Φ known as the Goos-Hanchen shift. The phase 

shift Φ can be derived from the Fresnel equation. By applying the boundary condition 

arising from Maxwell equation, the electric field, E and magnetic field, B of the light 

ray parallel to the boundary plane is continuous at the boundary. Consider the light ray 

polarised perpendicular to the incident plane (TE-mode), such that two sets of equation 

based on boundary condition can be made as below, 

Ei +Er = Et Eqn 2.9 

Bi sin ϕ –Br sin ϕ = Bt sin ϕt   Eqn 2.10 

Where subscript i ,r, and t are referring to incident, reflected and transmitted light ray,  

ϕt is the angle of the transmitted light ray into the cladding. The magnetic field B can be 

replaced by B = nE/c, where c is the speed of light and   Eqn 2.10 can be rewritten as  

ncore Ei sin ϕ – ncore Er sin ϕ = nclad Et sin ϕt   Eqn 2.11 

Eliminating Et in Eqn 2.9 and   Eqn 2.11, and ϕt using Snell's law, the reflection 

coefficient, R of the total reflected light can be expressed as  

' 	 ()(* 		 ��	+,-	.	/	0	 ��
!	��1!.#	�����!

��	+,-	.	#	0	 ��!	��1!.#	�����! 	    Eqn 2.12 
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The reflection coefficient takes above the form of R = (x- iy) / (x+ iy), hence the phase 

of R can be expressed in the form  

'	 	 	 2#�32�3 		2#��3 
  Eqn 2.13   

 

and the phase Φ can be obtained by  

tanΦ2 	 	89 
  Eqn 2.14 

  Eqn 2.14 can be rearranged into the following form

Φ 		�2:;�#�����<=� 	����ϕ� ������
���<= 	sinϕ  

  Eqn 2.15 

By substituting Eqn 2.7 and simple trigonometry identity, 

Φ 		�2:;�#�A 2∆����ϕ � 1 
  Eqn 2.16 

The difference in optical path of light ray PQ and RS (including the Goos-Hanchen shift) 

should be an integral multiple of 2π. The length RS, ℓRS is expressed by    

ℓCD 	 ��+,-.    Eqn 2.17 

while the length PQ, ℓPQ can be expressed by 

ℓEF 		ℓCF cosϕ     Eqn 2.18 

where ℓRQ is the length between point R and Q. The length RQ is also related to length 

RT, ℓRT and length QT, ℓQT. Both length ℓRT and ℓQT can be derived in terms of core 

size and angle ϕ. 

ℓCF 	 ℓCI � ℓFI    Eqn 2.19 

ℓCI 	 ��JK-.     Eqn 2.20

ℓFI 	 2;	tanϕ    Eqn 2.21
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The phase matching condition for optical path PQ and RS then becomes 

LM��ℓCD N 2	ΦO � M��ℓEF 	 2PQ   Eqn 2.22 

where m is an integer. Substituting   Eqn 2.16 to   Eqn 2.21,   Eqn 2.22 and by 

eliminating Φ, the condition for the propagation angle ϕ is 

tan RM��; sinϕ �PQ2 S 	 	A 2∆����ϕ � 1 
   Eqn 2.23 

   Eqn 2.23 shows that the propagation angle of confined light in the waveguide core is 

discrete and determined by the core size, core refractive index, cladding refractive index 

and wavelength. The optical field distribution that satisfies this phase matching 

condition is called a mode and it has a discrete propagation constant βm, where m = 0 

refers to the fundamental mode.   

For a guided mode ϕ ≤ α, hence nc sin ϕ ≤ NA. By substituting Eqn 2.8 and introducing 

a parameter ratio ζ, 

ζ 	 	 sin	ϕ√2∆ 	U 1 
  Eqn 2.24 

By using trigonometric identity  

:;�#�9 	 	 ���#� 1√1 N 9�   Eqn 2.25 

and   Eqn 2.24, the phase matching    Eqn 2.23 can be rewritten as  

M��;√2∆	 M;�� 	 	 ���#�ζ N m
Q2ζ 	 	W 

        Eqn 2.26 

where a new parameter V known as normalised frequency (or V-number) is defined. 

 

V-Number can be interpreted as normalized optical frequency that determines the 

confinement factor of energy in the core for different wavelengths. V-number also can 

be used to determine the number of operation modes potentially supported by a 

particular waveguide. In the case of the slab waveguide above, for fundamental mode, 

m = 0, since ζ maximum = 1, V ≤ π / 2. This means that if a slab waveguide will only 

support 1 mode (which is fundamental mode) if V ≤ π / 2. In fibre, a similar 
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mathematical derivation has been conducted with the finding that the cut-off V-number 

is 2.405. Fibres possessing V > 2.405 are usually multimode waveguide that can support 

up to approximately V2 / 2 modes. Rearranging         Eqn 2.26 with substituted 

maximum V- number for single mode operation allows for the cut-off wavelength λc to 

be obtained 

X� 	  Y�Z[�\ ��            Eqn 2.27  

where d is the diameter of the core.   

 

Mode Field Diameter (MFD), w, refers to the lateral position of the Gaussian field 

power density reduced to 1/e2 of the maximum power density away from the 

waveguides centre in single mode operation waveguides. To date, there are many 

approximations that calculate MFD, such as Marcuse model, Myslinski model, 

Desurvire Model, and Whitley model.     

]̂ = 0.65 + �.b�c
de! + �.fgcdh   

wd = 0.761 + 1.237
Vn� + 1.429Vb  

]̂ = 0.759 + �.�fc
de! + �.pq�dh   

]̂ = 0.616 + �.bb
de! + p.cfgdh    

]̂ = �r- d  

 

 

 

 

 

  Eqn 2.28 

The ratio w/d is known as normalised MFD or normalised spot size. This ratio shows 

how MFD changes with respect to the core radius that is constant for a given waveguide 

or fibre.  

 

Polarisation in Plane Wave – optical light can be classified into polarised an 

unpolarised. In a plane wave, the electric field vector always oscillates parallel to a 

fixed direction of spaces, and this called linearly polarised light. The electric field of a 
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linearly polarised light can be parallel (p - polarised) or perpendicular (s - polarised) to 

its plane of propagation. In fibre, due to the cylindrical symmetry structure, there will be 

no difference between these two polarisations. However, in planar waveguides, the term 

TE is denoted for the electric field polarised parallel to the substrate axis which is y-axis, 

and likewise TM is denoted for electric field polarised perpendicular to the substrate 

axis which is x-axis, as shown in Figure 2.2. These two modes are important in solving 

the set of Maxwell’s equation to obtain the dispersion relation of a particular waveguide 

structure. For a square core waveguide with homogeneous cladding refractive index, 

this polarisation effect will not be significant. However, an asymmetric cladding 

refractive index or/and rectangular core will cause the waveguide to operate in two 

different modes and result in signal broadening. Hence, extra attention is needed in 

designing waveguide with such structures.  

 

Dispersion Equation in Slab Waveguide 

Considering the slab waveguide structure as shown in Figure 2.2, a set of Maxwell’s 

equations can be obtained to describe the electromagnetic field distribution of every 

mode in the waveguide. The two basic Maxwell’s equations are  

∇ × (uuv 	  − w� xyuuuvx:  

∇ × zuuv =  − {��� x(uuvx:  

 

  Eqn 2.29 

where (uuv and yuuuv are the electric and magnetic field of the propagating wave. For a slab 

waveguide, the optical light is confined and propagates along the z-axis, hence plane 

wave propagation is in the following form 

(uuv = |L9, 8O2~L��#��O 
yuuuv = �L9, 8O2~L��#��O 

  Eqn 2.30 
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substituting   Eqn 2.30 in   Eqn 2.29, the following set of equations for the 

electromagnetic field components can be obtained. 

x|�x8 N ��|� 	  −��w��� 

−��|� − x|�x9 =  −��w��� 

x|�x9 − x|�x8 =  −��w��� 

 

 

  Eqn 2.31 

 

 

x��x8 + ���� =  ��{���|� 

−���� − x��x9 =  ��{���|� 

x��x9 − x��x8 =  ��{���|� 

 

 

  Eqn 2.32 

In an ideal slab waveguide, the electromagnetic field (uuv and yuuuv in the y-axis should be 

extended to infinity and hence the terms ∂(uuv/∂y = 0 and ∂yuuuv/∂y = 0.     

For TE-mode, Ex = Ez = Hy = 0, the equation   Eqn 2.31 and   Eqn 2.32 can simplified to  

x�|�x9� + LM��� − ��O|� = 0 
  Eqn 2.33 

 

On the other hands, for TM-mode, Ey = Hx = Hz = 0, the equation   Eqn 2.31 and   Eqn 

2.32 can simplify to 

xx9 � 1�� x��x9 � + �M� − ��
��� �� = 0 

  Eqn 2.34 

The above two equations are in form of an eigenvalue equation. If the guided TE 

electromagnetic fields are considered to be confined in the core and exponentially decay 

in the cladding, the electric field distribution can be expressed as 

|� = � cos  L�; −  ϕOe#�L�#�O� cos L�9 − ϕO� ��� L�; + ϕOe�L�/�O  L9 > ;OL−; ≤ 9 ≤ ;OL9 < −;O         Eqn 2.35 
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where к, σ and ξ are wavenumbers along the x-axis in the core and cladding regions, 

and are given by  

� 	 �M���� � ��� 	 ��� � M����ξ 	 ��� � M��1�
 

 

  Eqn 2.36 

Both the electric field Ey and magnetic field Hz should be maintained at the core-

cladding interface (x = ± a). From equation   Eqn 2.31, Hz is related to the derivative of 

Ey as below, 

�� 		 ��w� x|�x9  
  Eqn 2.37  

By taking the derivative of Ey in        Eqn 2.35,    

x|x9 	
��� cos 	L�; � 	ϕOe#�L�#�O���	sin	L�9 � ϕOξ�	���	L�; N ϕOe�L�/�O 	 L9 � ;OL�; U 9 U ;OL9 � �;O  

       Eqn 2.38 

 

From the condition that Hz should be continued at core-cladding interface, the following 

two equations can be obtained, 

� sin 	L�; N ϕO 	 ξ	���	L�; N ϕO� cos 	L�; � 	ϕO 	 � sin 	L�; � ϕO   Eqn 2.39 

By defining a new variable for normalised wavenumber,  

� 	 �;� 	 ξ;�� 	 �;	 
  Eqn 2.40

  Eqn 2.39 can be simplified to  

tan 	L� N ϕO 	 	��
tan 	L� � ϕO 	 	���

 

  Eqn 2.41 

Finally an eigenvalue equation can be obtained as 

� 	 PQ2 N 12 tan#��� N 12 tan#��
�
�

ϕ 	 PQ2 N 12 tan#��� � 12 tan#��
�
�
				LP 	 0,1,2, … O    Eqn 2.42 
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All three normalised wavenumber u, w, and �� are not independent. By defining the 

term normalised frequency ν in relation to u and w with   

ν2 = u2 + w2
   Eqn 2.43 

and substituting   Eqn 2.36 into   Eqn 2.43, the following equation can be obtained 

ν� 	 M�;�L��� � �1��� O�� 	 ��ν� N ��  
  Eqn 2.44 

where  

� 	 �1��� � ������
��� � �1���  

  Eqn 2.45 

where the subscript ��  and �1��  are referring to the refractive index of core and 

substrate.  The term γ is a measure of asymmetry of the cladding refractive index. Once 

the frequency and the geometry of the waveguide are defined, the normalised frequency 

ν and γ can be determined. Therefore, the three normalised wavenumber u, w, �� and ϕ 

can be obtained by solving    Eqn 2.42 under the constraints of   Eqn 2.44 and 

eventually the propagation wavenumber β can be deduced. In an asymmetric waveguide, 

there are no particular discriminate of which side is cladding and substrate. However, 

the side that has a higher refractive index will be assigned to nsub for the normalised 

frequency calculation in   Eqn 2.44. The motive of using higher refractive as nsub is 

because the cut-off condition is determined when the normalised propagation constant, 

β/k coincides with the higher refractive index surrounding boundary. The normalised 

propagation constant is dimensionless and is a “refractive index” itself in the plane 

waves that propagate in the core. Hence, this term is known as effective index ne, and 

the condition below must satisfy 

�1 U �= U ��   Eqn 2.46 

By defining a new term as normalised propagation constant b, 

� 	 �=� � �1������ � �1���  
  Eqn 2.47 
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  Eqn 2.46 can be normalised to 0 ≤ b ≤ 1, with the cut-off condition expressed as b = 0.  

Rewriting   Eqn 2.40 and    Eqn 2.42 in term of ν and b,  

2ν√1 − � = PQ + tan#� A �1 − � + tan#� A� + �1 − � 
    Eqn 2.48 

 

� = ��1 − �� = ����′ = ��� + �     Eqn 2.49 

 

For a symmetric slab waveguide with nclad = nsub, γ = 0, the dispersion equation     Eqn 

2.48 can be simplified to  

ν√1 − � = PQ2 + tan#� A �1 − � 

   Eqn 2.50 

which is equal to    Eqn 2.23 by replacing u = k nc a sin ϕ. At cut off condition, b = 0, 

then from     Eqn 2.49, w = 0 and u = ν. Deduced from    Eqn 2.50, ν = π / 2 which is the 

same condition as in         Eqn 2.26.    Eqn 2.50 only can be solved by numerical method 

and the following equation can be used to calculate the optical power of TE-mode 

distribution: 

�I� = �2�w�   ¡|�¡�¢9£
#£  

   Eqn 2.51 

On the other hand, for TM-mode, the magnetic distribution Hy can be expressed as 

 �� = � cos  L�; −  ϕOe#�L�#�O� cos L�9 − ϕO� ��� L�; + ϕOe�L�/�O  L9 > ;OL−; ≤ 9 ≤ ;OL9 < −;O  
        Eqn 2.52 

 

By applying the boundary condition Hy and Ez should be continuous at x = ± a. After 

going through similar steps as in the TE-mode derivation above, the dispersion relation 

can be obtained as the following, or in the normalised frequency mode. 

� = PQ2 + 12 tan#� �����1��� � + 12 tan#� �����
������ � 

Eqn 2.53 

 

2ν√1 − � = PQ + tan#� ����1��� A �1 − � + tan#� ��������� A� + �1 − � 

Eqn 2.54 
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Similarly, the power distribution of the TM-mode can be obtained by 

�I� 	 �2�{�   1�� ¡��¡�¢9£
#£  

  Eqn 2.55 

 

 

2.1.2 Analytical and Numerical Approached 

In the above section, only a slab waveguide was considered where the electric 

and magnetic fields are independent of the y-axis, or ∂(uuv/∂y = 0 and ∂yuuuv /∂y = 0. 

However, in practice, a square core with a homogenous refractive index cladding 

surrounding the core structure is used. The reason of using such dimensions is that the 

light confinement is superior and can reduce polarisation dependent loss. As a result, 

equation   Eqn 2.31 and   Eqn 2.32 become complicated to solve with the addition of the 

y- dimension. Kumar et al., based on Marcatili’s earlier work, suggest that this structure 

can analysed using approximation by separating it into two independent slab 

waveguides which will only be combined for the dispersion equation after analysis to 

obtain their mode details such as energy distribution as well as the optical loss of that 

particular mode. These details are important in optical component design. For example, 

by knowing the optical loss of the guided waveguide mode, the 3-dimension problem 

can be reduced to a 2-dimension problem where only the parameters of the component 

design need to be considered. Although Kumar’s method gives a more accurate result, 

this method is restricted to a basic homogeneous rectangular structure. In research or 

advanced optical components, the waveguide structure can be complex, such as a rib 

waveguide or non-symmetric waveguide. These complex structures need another 

advanced approach known as Effective Index Method. The Effective Index Method 

assumes that the x- and y-components of electromagnetic field is independent between 
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each other. Hence the waveguide can be separated into a multilayer slab waveguide and 

the effective index of each particular mode can be calculated by applying a continuity 

condition between each layer.  

 

Although several approaches have been introduced, more complex designs like 

graded index or the model design in chapter 5 are impossible to solve analytically. 

Numerical method was the only way to obtain a solution for such complicated structures. 

In this method the effective index, ne of each mode is obtained via the finite element 

method or finite difference method. The details of this method will be discussed in 

section 2.3. Before that, the electromagnetic wave behaviour in different medium is 

discussed in section 2.2. Their behaviour is important, especially in simulations where 

material properties are required as input parameters.   

 

2.2 Optical Loss in A Medium 

Propagation of a light ray or waves in a medium will vary from one material to 

another. In general, all materials can be categorised into three categories: lossless, lossy 

and conductor. In an optical waveguide, the first two mediums are dominant and will be 

discussed in detail, whereas a description of optical light propagation in a conductor is 

disregarded.   

 

Low-Loss Dielectric Medium 

A source-free wave equation in non-conducting media is governed by the Helmholtz 

equation  

∇�(uuv N M�(uuv 	 0   Eqn 2.56 

 

where k is the wavenumber that is related to the material properties of the media by  
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M 	 ��{w 	  ��¤   Eqn 2.57 

with 

�¤ = 1√{w 
  Eqn 2.58 

where up is the velocity of the propagating wave, ε is permittivity, and μ is permeability 

of the medium. For simplicity, an ideal uniform plane wave with uniform Ex was used. 

Thereafter,   Eqn 2.57 can be simplified to an ordinary differential equation formed that 

is dependent only on z. The solution of this equation will be in the following format  

|L¥, :O = |���� L�: − M¥O   Eqn 2.59 

where Eo is the maximum electric field amplitude travelling in the z direction. In the 

context of optical frequencies, the term refractive index is preferred over the term 

dielectric constant. Hence,   Eqn 2.58 is rewritten into  

�¤ = 1�{�wp√{<w< = ¦√{<w< = ¦� 
  Eqn 2.60 

where C is the speed of light in free space and the subscript “0” and “r” denote free 

space and relative coefficient respectively. In naturally occurring materials, μr is usually 

equal to unity, hence the term refractive index is directly related to the square root of 

relative permittivity, n2 = εr.   

 

Lossy Medium 

For a conducting medium that has an external time-varying electric field applied, the 

bound charges in the conducting medium will response to the external electric field. The 

small displacement of the bound charges results in a finite volume density of 

polarisation. The polarisation vector will vary with the same frequency as the applied 

field. As the frequency increases, the inertia of the charged particles tends to prevent the 

particle displacement from keeping in phase with the field changes; this effect acts as a 

damping force. Moreover, the movement of free charge carriers (which can be free 

electrons in a metal, electrons and holes in a semiconductor, or ions in an electrode) will 
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have ohmic losses, and these losses are incorporated into considerations of permittivity. 

Hence the term permittivity will take a complex form with εr = ε’+ jε” . Note that 

physicists tend to use “+” sign but engineer tend to use “-“ sign. The conductivity σ that 

corresponds to all losses is directly proportional to ε”  and angular frequency.   

{�� 	 ��  Eqn 2.61 

Note that both real and imaginary parts of permittivity are frequency dependent. A good 

conductor at low frequencies might be a lossy dielectric at high frequencies. Similarly, a 

complex term must be introduced in regards to refractive index to take these losses into 

consideration, so n = nr + j nc. The refractive index and permittivity can be interchanged 

by  

§<� 	 �<� N ���{<�� 	 2�<��  
  Eqn 2.62 

 

Anisotropic Medium 

Anisotropic properties are found in some naturally occurring materials such as ice, 

Sapphire, Graphite, and some two-dimensional material such as thin metal film, 

Graphene and GOF. Anisotropic means that the material has different physical or 

mechanical properties when measured along different axes. An anisotropic medium that 

has different refractive indices is known as a birefringent material. Extra care is 

necessary for selecting a particular material properties for polarisation modes in 

analytical or numerical simulation.  

 

2.3 Simulation Method and Software  

As mentioned in earlier, numerical method is the only practical solution to wave 

propagation in a complex waveguide structure. In general, there are two common 

numerical techniques, Finite Element Method (FEM) and Finite Difference Method 

(FDM). Both methods discretized the domain of the problem into small elements. By 
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solving the set of basic equations that govern the method, the properties of 

electromagnetic wave can be obtained in each element and then recombined to give a 

solution of the problem. Both techniques have their own basic equation sets, and have 

their own advantages in specific problems.    

 

2.3.1 Finite Element Method  

FEM is a powerful tool for effective mode analysis of optical waveguides having 

an arbitrary refractive index profile and complicated waveguide structure. Moreover, 

FEM is also applicable for stress analysis in optical waveguides. In FEM, the domain of 

the problem is discretized into smaller elements. The solution of the problem is 

approximated in each element and it is connected at the node points to form the solution 

model across the entire analysis domain. All of the elements contributions to the system 

are assembled from the functional, which consists of the field value at the n nodes and 

boundary conditions at the peripheral nodes. Hence an n-order of linear simultaneous 

equations is obtained. The solution of these linear simultaneous equations provides the 

unknown field values to be determined. Increasing the number of elements, which 

correspondingly reduces the element’s size, can improve the accuracy of the determined 

field value. In general, FEM has better accuracy than FDM as the domain is discretized 

into triangle forms while FDM is in rectangular forms; a rectangular grid is not suitable 

for curved boundaries or interface where elements will intersect at points other than 

nodes. Similarly, rectangular grid lines are unsuitable for problems that have very steep 

field variation. 

 

In general, analyses using FEM can be categorised into 3 steps. To aid 

discussion of these steps in detail, an example was used of a slab index with the graded 

core index, as shown in Figure 2.3. The inhomogeneous refractive index region 0 ≤ x ≤ 
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A is denoted as the core with the maximum refractive of n1. The refractive index of 

cladding and substrate is denoted as no and ns with uniform refractive index distribution.   

 

Figure 2.3: Refractive index distribution of the inhomogeneous slab optical waveguide. 

 

Variational Formulation – Model Setup 

Let the model setup begin with use of the general TE-mode equation that was described 

in   Eqn 2.33. The boundary condition requires continuity of Ey and Hz (  Eqn 2.37) at 

the x = 0 and x = A. For simplicity, the parameters were normalised with  

¨ 	 9/;|� 	 'L¨Oª 	 �/;  
  Eqn 2.63 

 the wave equation can be rewritten as 

¢�'¢¨� N «��¬L¨O � ��' 	 0 
  Eqn 2.64 

where w is normalised transverse wavenumber, v is normalised frequency and q(ρ) is 

normalised refractive index distribution defined by 

� 	 ;��� � M��1�
� 	 M; ��� � �1�
¬LρO 	 �� � �1���� � �1�

 

 

  Eqn 2.65 

with R(ρ) and dR(ρ) / dρ continuous at ρ = 0 and ρ = D. 

The solution of   Eqn 2.64 is obtained as the solution of the variational problem which 

satisfies the stationary condition of the functional 
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¯L'O 	 �  °¢'¢¨±
�	 ¢¨ N  «��¬L¨O � ��'�¢¨£

#£
£
#£  

  Eqn 2.66 

 

assuming that I [R] is stationary for R(ρ) with slightly deviated function 

'¤=<�L¨O 	 'L¨O N ²ηL¨O   Eqn 2.67 

where δ denote as real small quantities and η(ρ) is an arbitrary continuous function of ρ. 

Substitute   Eqn 2.67 into   Eqn 2.66 with the assumption that I [Rpert] is stationary for δ 

= 0.  

lim´→p¶12 xx² ¯«'¤=<�· 	 �  ¢'¢¨ ¢η¢¨ ¢¨ N  «��¬L¨O � ��'η¢¨ 	 0£

#£
£
#£  Eqn 2.68 

 

Eqn 2.68 can be rewritten as follows by partial integration 

�	«η¢'¢¨#££	 N  ¸¢�'¢¨� N «��¬L¨O � ��'¹η¢¨ 	 0
£
#£  

  Eqn 2.69 

 

Since η(ρ) is an arbitrary continuous function of ρ, the first and second term of   Eqn 

2.69 independently should be equal to zero. Then R(ρ) will satisfy the wave equation   

Eqn 2.64 and the boundary conditions of dR(ρ) / dρ are continuous and limº→p �C�º 	 0. 

Besides, the solution should decays to zero at infinity. With this condition, the function 

R(ρ) will make the   Eqn 2.66 stationary and satisfy the wave equation   Eqn 2.64 and 

the stated boundary. 

 

Discretization of the Functional – Mesh 

To simplify the calculation, the field profile in the core is discretized and expressed as 

'L¨O 	
'� expL��¨O																		L¨ � 0O
½'�ϕ�L¨O
�
�¾p

																L0 U ¨ U ªO
'¿ exp«��L¨ � ªO					L¨ À ªO

	 

 

        Eqn 2.70 

 

where Ro - RN are field value at the sampling points and 
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�� 	 ;��� � M����    

'� 	 'L¨�O   (i=0-N)             Eqn 2.71 

¨� 	 i Á¿   (i=0-N)  

The solution in the cladding and the substrate is easier and can be given by analytical 

functions. However, the sampling function ϕi becomes 

ϕpLρO = { �ª L¨� − ¨O                        L0 ≤ ¨ ≤ ¨�O
0                                       all other areas   

 ϕ�LρO = { �ª L¨ − ¨�#�O                    L¨�#� ≤ ¨ ≤ ¨�O
 �ª L¨�/� − ¨O                   L¨� ≤ ¨ ≤ ¨�/�O 

0                                         all other areas
 

              Eqn 2.72 

 

ϕ¿LρO = { �ª L¨ − ¨¿#�O                 L¨¿#� ≤ ¨ ≤ ¨¿O
0                                           all other areas   

Note that the sampling function is a linear function of ρ, so         Eqn 2.70 leads to the 

continuous function of R (ρ) being approximated by broken lines. The normalised 

refractive index distribution q (ρ) can be approximated by the sampling function. 

¬L¨O = ½ ¬�ϕ�L¨OÄ
,¾p

 
¬� = ��L¨�O − �1���� − �1�

 

Eqn 2.73 

Finally, substituting         Eqn 2.70 into   Eqn 2.66 allows the following functional to be 

obtained. 

¯ = ��'�� −   °¢'¢¨±� ¢¨ +  «��¬L¨O − ��'�¢¨ − �'¿�
Å

p
Å

p  Eqn 2.74 

 

  

Dispersion Equation Based on the Stationary Condition – Computed 

The stationary condition of the functional in Eqn 2.74 is given by partial differentiation 

with respect to Ri where (i = 0 – N) is 
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0 	 12 x¯x'� 	 ���'�²�,� �  ¢'¢¨ ¢ϕ�¢¨ ¢¨
Á
p N ��  ¬L¨O'ϕ�¢¨Á

p
� ��  'ϕ�¢¨Á

p � �'¿²�,�				L� 	 0 � �O Eqn 2.75 

 

The sampling function ϕi (ρ) is zero outside of the region ρi-1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρi+1. Hence Eqn 2.75 

can be broken into different regions 

0 	 12 x¯x'� 	 ���'� �  L'� ¢ϕ�¢¨ N '� ¢ϕ�¢¨ O¢ϕ�¢¨ ¢¨
ºÆ
p  

 

 N��  L¬�ϕ� N ¬�ϕ�OL'�ϕ� N '�ϕ�Oϕ�¢¨ºÆ
p  

Eqn 2.76 

 ���  L'�ϕ� N '�ϕ�Oϕ�¢¨ºÆ
p  

 

0 	 12 x¯x'� 	 �  L'�#� ¢ϕ�#�¢¨ N '� ¢ϕ�¢¨ O ¢ϕ�¢¨ ¢¨
º*
º*ÇÆ  

 

 �  L'� ¢ϕ�¢¨ N '�/� ¢ϕ�/�¢¨ O ¢ϕ�¢¨ ¢¨
º*ÈÆ
º*  

 

 N��  L¬�#�ϕ�#� N ¬�ϕ�OL'�#�ϕ�#� N '�ϕ�Oϕ�¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ  

Eqn 2.77 

 N��  L¬�ϕ� N ¬�/�ϕ�/�OL'�ϕ� N '�/�ϕ�/�Oϕ�¢¨º*ÈÆ
º*  

 

 ���  L'�#�ϕ�#� N '�ϕ�Oϕ�¢¨	º*
º*ÇÆ  

 

 ���  L'�ϕ� N '�/�ϕ�/�Oϕ�¢¨º*ÈÆ
º* 				L� 	 0 � �O  

0 	 12 x¯x'¿ 	 �  L'¿#� ¢ϕ¿#�¢¨ N '¿ ¢ϕ¿¢¨ O¢ϕ¿¢¨ ¢¨ºÉ
ºÉÇÆ  

 

 N��  L¬¿#�ϕ¿#� N ¬¿ϕ¿OL'¿#�ϕ¿#� N '¿ϕ¿¢¨ºÉ
ºÉÇÆ  

Eqn 2.78 

 ���  L'¿#�ϕ¿#� N '¿ϕ¿Oϕ¿¢¨	ºÉ
ºÉÇÆ  
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The integrals of the sampling functions that exist in Eqn 2.76, Eqn 2.77, and Eqn 2.78 

are given by 

  ¢ϕ�#�¢¨ ¢ϕ�¢¨ ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= − �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  °¢ϕ�¢¨ ±� ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  °¢ϕ�¢¨ ±� ¢¨º*ÈÆ
º*

= �ª 
(i = –N - 1)  

  ϕ�#�� ϕ�  ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= 112 �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  ϕ�#�ϕ�� ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= 112 �ª 
(i = 1 – N ) Eqn 2.79 

  ϕ�n ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= 14 �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  ϕ�n ¢¨º*ÈÆ
º*

= 14 �ª 
(i = –N - 1)  

  ϕ�#�ϕ�  ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= 16 �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  ϕ�� ¢¨º*
º*ÇÆ

= 13 �ª 
(i = 1 – N )  

  ϕ�� ¢¨º*ÈÆ
º*

= 13 �ª 
(i = –N - 1)  

Hence Eqn 2.76, Eqn 2.77, and Eqn 2.78 are a set of (N+1) ordered simultaneous 

equations having Ro-RN as the unknown value. For simplification, these three equations 

can be written into a matrix form [R1,N][CN,N] where C is given by 

�p,p = 1 − L3¬p + ¬pO Å!
�� δ � + Ê!

n δ � + ��²   

��,� = 2 − L¬�#� + 6¬� + ¬�/�O ��
12 δ � + 2��

3 δ �  L� = 1 − � − 1O 
Eqn 2.80 

��,�/� = ��/�,� = −1 − L¬� + ¬�/�O ��
12 δ � + 2��

6 δ �  L� = 0 − � − 1O 
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�¿,¿ = 1 − L¬¿#� + 3¬¿O Å!
�� δ � + Ê!

n δ � + �²   

In order for Eqn 2.76, Eqn 2.77, and Eqn 2.78 to have nontrivial solutions except for R0 

= R1 = … = RN, the determinant of matrix C should be equal to zero. i.e. 

Det (c) = 0   Eqn 2.81 

  Eqn 2.81 is the eigenvalue equation for the TE-mode dispersion equation in an 

arbitrary refractive index profile. This equation can be solved if q(ρ), v, w and wo are 

given.  Similarly, the analysis of the TM-mode will be similar to the above steps and 

will not be discussed.  

 

FEM solutions are normally carried out using simulation programmes. In this 

work, COMSOL Multiphysics, which is a Graphic User Interfaced (GUI) programme, 

was used.  The setup of a simulation model using COMSOL involved 3 steps. In the 

first step (mode setup), the structure of the waveguide is drawn out and subsequently, 

the material properties of each segment as well as other general parameter such as 

frequency of interest defined. In step 2, mesh size is selected to allow discretization to 

be undertaken. Usually smaller regions will need a higher mesh density to improve the 

simulation accuracy. By rule of thumb, the mesh size should be a sub-fraction of the 

wavelength of interest, or at least 2 to 3 nodes for every thin layer. Finally, in step 3, the 

software will automatically generate the mathematical source codes based on the user 

input and solve the problem based on FEM method. In conclusion, using commercial 

products such as COMSOL can significantly reduce potential confusion and debugging 

time associated with source code or equation based simulation software.  

 

2.3.2 Finite Difference Method   

Basic functions such as directional coupler, splitter, s-bend, and tapered are 

indispensable components in an integrated optical waveguide. In this structure the mode 
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coupling between parallel, closely spaced waveguide (described by coupled mode 

theory) need to be taken into consideration to evaluate propagation characteristics. The 

FEM stationary mode analysis method described in section 2.3.1 is not suitable to 

analyse wave propagation in this situation, while the Beam Propagation Method (BPM) 

is the most suitable technique for this structure. BPM is also useful in regards to short 

pulse propagation in waveguides. In general, BPM has two common procedures, these 

being based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and finite difference method. 

 

The basis of BPM lies in the Helmholtz equation, 

x�|x9� N x
�|x8� N x

�|x¥� N M���L9, 8, ¥O| = 0 
         Eqn 2.82 

where the electric field E (x, y, z) can be separated into two parts; the axially slow 

varying envelope term of ϕ (x, y, z) and the varying term of exp(-jknoz). The term no 

refers to the refractive index of the cladding.  

|L9, 8, ¥O = ϕ L9, 8, zO exp L−�M��¥O   Eqn 2.83 

Further simplification can occur by assuming a weakly guiding condition where L�� −
���O ≅ 2�pL� −  �pO, Hence the Helmholtz equation can be simplified to  

xϕx¥ = − �2k�� ∇�ϕ − �L� − �pOϕ = 0 
  Eqn 2.84 

Both right hand side terms affect the light propagation simultaneously with the first 

term representing the waves propagating in a medium having a refractive index of no, 

and the second term represents the guiding function of the region having a refractive 

index of n (x, y, z). This concept is applied in BPM analysis where the wave is first 

analysed in regards to propagation in free space (refractive of no), and the phase 

retardation caused by the guiding function is only afterwards taken into account. Hence 

light propagation within various kinds of waveguide can be analysed by repeating this 

same procedure many times. Additionally, a term –αϕ can be added on the right hand 

side of   Eqn 2.84 to take into consideration the optical loss or gain of the wave in the 
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waveguide. Due to the weak guiding assumption, BPM is inaccurate in high index 

contrast waveguides such as silicon photonics.  

 

Two approaches can be used to solve   Eqn 2.84. The first approach is to apply 

integration on the equation, followed by fast Fourier transform (or discrete Fourier 

transform). The second approach involves the finite difference method, where the 

partial difference equation is transformed into a series by discretizing the z-axis into 

many small segments. In the second approach, known as Finite Difference Time 

Domain (FDTD) method, the time factor can be included to study the evolution of the 

wave (or pulse) in the waveguide in a given time. Again there is commercial available 

software that builds based on BPM. The most famous BPM software in optical 

waveguides is Rsoft BeamPROP. The exactly same three basic steps as in FEM are 

needed in using Rsoft.  

 

BPM has the ability to provide solutions for optical components with very large 

area size. The computational time required for even a few mm length device is 

minimum especially in two-dimensional. However, BPM has a limit in analysis of 

complex cross-sectional waveguide structures. In this case, the effective index of the 

complex structure can be calculated by FEM, in which this region is represented by a 

simple rectangular core with the refractive index properties obtained from FEM. Hence, 

the three-dimensional complex problem can be reduced to a simple two-dimensional 

problem (the cross-sectional energy distribution (mode) of the waveguide can be 

ignored), where the user can focus only on the parameters relating to optical component 

design.  
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CHAPTER 3: SAMPLE FABRICATION AND 

CHARACTERIZATION 

In this chapter, polymer waveguide fabrication process is discussed. In order to 

fabricate a high quality waveguide, process parameters in each step need to be considered 

thoroughly. A dust-free fabrication environment is needed to produce high quality 

waveguide. Selection of materials used as substrate, underclad, core and overclad of the 

waveguide are also important to produce a good quality waveguide. Material properties 

needed and their corresponding restrictions on the fabrication process for each layer are 

discussed. It is then followed by the availability of materials in the market that fulfil most 

of the criteria. The waveguide fabrication process will then be discussed. Singulation of 

the fabricated waveguide samples through dicing and polishing will then be discussed. 

This is followed by the discussion on characterization methods of the fabricated 

waveguide layers after each process steps. The last 2 sections of this chapter focus on 

optical characterization of the fabricated optical waveguides.  

 

3.1 Fabrication Environment  

To produce good waveguides, fabrication environment must be taken into 

consideration seriously. Dust particles on the sample during the fabrication process such 

as photolithography can cause a permanent defect on the fabricated waveguide sample. 

As devices become smaller, the requirements for contamination control become higher. 

Therefore, a clean room is required. A clean room is a room in which the concentration 

of airborne particle is controlled. A clean room must be controlled and monitored very 

closely from construction to operation. Temperature, humidity, and particle count 

measurements must be conducted periodically to ensure the clean room is working 

properly according to the standard required. The clean room must be cleaned frequently 

with alcohol wipes and special vacuum cleaner. Every clean room user is required to wear 
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lint-free clean suits, overshoes, glove, hair cover and mask in the changing room and go 

through the air shower before entering the clean room.  

 

The clean room in Photonic Research Centre, UM is a class 10k (US FED STD 

209E) clean room, where the number of particles with size smaller than 0.1 µm are 

controlled to less than 10 thousand per cubic meter. The temperature of the clean room is 

controlled between 20 oC to 23 oC with humidity controlled in the range of 45% to 55%. 

A yellow room was also built within the main clean room area. This room is specially 

allocated for the photolithography process where the light used is UV-free. In addition, 

there are a number of facilities installed in the clean room which include spin coater, 

surface profiler, prism coupler and mask aligner.   

 

3.2 Choice of Waveguide, Substrate, and Overclad Materials  

The selection of optical waveguide materials are dictated by the optical properties 

of the materials. The waveguide core materials must have a very low optical propagation 

loss (at lease less than 1 dB/cm) in the wavelength range of interest - from 650 nm to 

1630 nm. Besides, it would be a value-add if the material itself is photosensitive to 

ultraviolet (UV) light because no additional photoresist coating and etching process are 

required during the waveguide fabrication. Likewise, the underclad (can be the substrate 

itself in some cases) and overclad materials must have low loss at the optical wavelengths 

of interests and additional characteristics that suits the waveguide material processing 

conditions. The following sections discuss the materials that will be used in the 

fabrication of optical waveguide in this work.  
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SU-8 as Waveguide Material 

One of the materials that is suitable as waveguide material is SU-8 from Microchem. SU-

8 is an epoxy based negative resists, which can be spin-coated to produce a thin film on 

a planar substrate with thickness ranging from 1 µm to 300 µm by controlling its viscosity 

and spin speed. Due to its relatively high transparency to UV light, microstructures with 

high aspect ratio of > 20 have been fabricated from SU-8 using photolithography 

techniques [1]. Initially, SU-8 was developed for microelectronics industry and bio-

MEMS, due to its biocompatibility and high aspect ratio. Later, SU-8 is also found 

suitable to be used as optical waveguide material because it exhibits a flat transmission 

response of more than 95% from 500 nm to more than 1600 nm as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Refractive index of SU-8 at 1550 nm is reported to be in the range between1.570 to 1.575 

[1-3]. However, measurement of refractive index of a 6.93 µm thick SU-8 film using 

prism coupler produced a value of 1.566 as shown in Figure 3.2, which is slightly lower 

than the values reported. We believed that the discrepancy is the effect of different 

processing parameters (hard bake of SU-8 film at lower temperature), which will be 

further discussed in the next section). Using SU-8 as optical waveguide material has been 

reported in [3-5] with low optical loss of less than 1 dB/cm being achieved.  
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Figure 3.1: Transmission spectrum of SU – 8 after cure. [1] 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Screenshot of refractive index measurement of SU-8 at 1550 nm on CR-39 

using Sairon SPA 4000 prism coupler. 
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Fabrication of SU-8 waveguide involves UV exposure and subsequent chemical 

development of the spin-coated SU-8 film, followed by a hard bake process step at 

temperature of 100 oC is required [6]. Therefore, the substrate materials to be used in SU-

8 waveguide fabrication must have the following characteristics: 

• lower refractive index than SU-8,  

• low optical loss at the wavelength of interest,  

• higher softening temperature than 100oC,  

• stable to UV exposure, and  

• chemically stable to SU-8 developer and other processing chemicals.  

Two approaches have been used to provide the above mentioned requirements. The first 

being the use of CR-39 as substrate material, while the second is the use of silicon wafer 

as substrate material with a sufficiently thick layer of Benzocyclobutene (BCB) coated 

on the silicon wafer as underclad buffer. 

 

Allyl Diglycol Carbonate as Substrate 

Allyl Diglycol Carbonate (CR-39) is a plastic material developed in the 1940s and was 

first used as transparent gauge tubes in aircraft. A few years later, CR-39 expended its 

application in eyeglass lenses and it became a trademark product of PPG industry. CR-

39 plastic has a refractive index of 1.498 with an Abbe number of 59.3. Abbe number, 

VD is a measure of material’s dispersion,  

VD   = (nD – 1) / (nF - nC)                  Eqn 3.1 

where nD, nF and nC are the refractive index of the material at Fraunhofer D (589.3 nm) , 

F (486.1 nm) and C (656.3 nm) spectral lines. The refractive index of CR-39 at 1550 nm 

is 1.4862 measured using prism coupler as shown in Figure 3.3. CR-39 has the highest 

scratch resistance among other uncoated plastics, strong chemical resistance and aging 

resistance, which make it a suitable substrate material for waveguide applications [7].  
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However, there are drawbacks in using CR-39 as waveguide substrate. Firstly, its 

continuous handling temperature is limited to 100 oC, (or 130 oC for an hour). This gave 

rise to the need for a minor adjustment in the processing temperature of SU-8. Besides, 

the CR-39 plastic may experience “bowing” when subjected to a sudden change in 

temperature, i.e. during the soft bake process of SU-8. Hence, extra load is required to be 

applied on to the side of the SU-8 sample to compensate the “bowing” effect.        

 

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of refractive index measurement of CR-39 using Sairon SPA 

4000 prism coupler. 

 

BCB 4024 on Silicon as Substrate 

Benzocyclobutene (BCB) is an advance electronic resin product developed by Dow 

Chemical Company as dielectric insulating layer in microelectronic application. BCB has 

a refractive index of 1.545 to 1.56 at 1550 nm depending on its curing condition [8]. The 

use of BCB itself as the core material for waveguide application has been demonstrated 

in [8-13]. However, due to its relatively high material loss in telecommunication band, 

most of the fabricated waveguides have a propagation loss of > 2 dB/cm. Besides, BCB 

requires high curing temperature in an oxygen free environment, which resulted in SU-8 
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replacing BCB as the preferred material in waveguide application since the year 2005. 

However, applying BCB on silicon wafer as the underclad of a waveguide provides 

several advantages. Firstly, the refractive index contrast between BCB (1.54) and SU-8 

(1.56) is only about 0.02 which is relatively lower than CR-39 – SU-8 which is 0.08. 

Lower index contrast allows larger core size for single mode operation and lower 

coupling loss. Secondly, as silicon wafer is a crystalline material, “cleave and break” 

technique can be used to produce a flat end-facet during singulation of individual 

waveguide devices after the waveguide fabrication process without the need of polishing. 

In other words, the “break” surface, although not optically flat, is good enough for 

efficient light coupling. Moreover, it refractive index is closer to that of NOA optical 

adhesive, which will be used as the overcladding material. 

 

NOA UV Rasin as Overcladding 

Overcladding materials need to fulfil extra requirement other than those mentioned earlier. 

Firstly, it must have a lower processing temperature, and the chemicals used in its 

processing must not affect the core and undercladding layer physical integrity as well as 

optical properties. Among many materials, NOA UV resin from Norland co. ltd. is one 

of the suitable choices. NOA UV resin has been used in fibre to waveguide bonding. It 

has the advantage of set cure in seconds when exposed to UV light. Besides, it has a series 

of products with different refractive indices ranging from 1.37 to 1.56 – measured at 

visible wavelength [14]. It is worth noting that NOA UV resin has a shelf life of only 1 

year, after which the refractive index of an expired NOA UV resin will reduce slightly 

compared to “fresh” NOA UV resin. For example, the refractive index of fresh (expired) 

NOA 68 measured at 1550 nm is 1.5244 (1.5177) after UV curing. This change in 

refractive index over time need to be taken into consideration. However, NOA UV resin 

that was fully cured do not exhibit this change over time. The transmission spectrum of 
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NOA 65 is shown in Figure 3.4, taken from NOA datasheet [14]. It has a flat transmission 

of more than 95% spanning from 0.4 µm to about 2 µm. Although it is stated in the 

datasheet that when exposed to sufficient UV fluence the NOA resin can be fully cured, 

the resin is still physically sticky and soft, especially for NOA 65. Therefore, hard bake 

is necessary to further strengthen the resin. The hard bake process is simple - by placing 

the sample in an oven at 80 OC for 4 hours. NOA UV resin has also been used as 

waveguide materials as in [15-19].  

 

Figure 3.4: Transmission spectrum of NOA 65 UV resin. [14] 

 

3.3 Substrate Preparation and Cleaning 

Figure 3.5 shows the overall waveguide fabrication process flow. The process 

begins with substrate preparation and cleaning. Substrate preparation and cleaning are 

important, dirty substrate surface may produce wrinkled layer after spin coating that will 

lead to high optical loss or adhesive problem that may cause the waveguide channels to 

peel off during the fabrication process. The CR-39 sheet used as substrate is 1 mm thick. 

It is optically polished as purchased with protective layers on both surfaces. The 

protective layers were carefully removed, follow by cleaning using standard cleaning 

procedures. The standard cleaning procedure is rinsing using acetone, IPA, DI water 

followed by drying using nitrogen gas blower. The same cleaning procedures were 
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applied to the silicon wafer as well, followed by BCB undercladding spin coating and 

subsequent hard bake at 240 oC for 1 hour.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Summary of waveguide fabrication process flow. 

 

 

3.4 Photolithography 

Photolithography is a technique of transferring pattern of geometrical shapes on a 

photomask to a thin photosensitive layer of known as photoresists (here refer to SU-8) 

that is usually spin-coated onto a substrate. The following process steps are mainly based 

on the SU-8 processing guide [6] with minor modification especially on processing 

temperature, limited by the CR-39 sheet.  
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3.4.1 Spin Coating  

Spin coating is a proven method for coating liquid based materials onto a large 

planar surface area uniformly. The thickness of the coated film can be very thin 

(submicron) with uniformity as good as 5 Å [20]. This coating method requires low start-

up cost and is fast, consistent and easy to handle. The thickness of the film deposited 

using this method depends on the viscosity of the photoresist, spin time and spin speed 

(inversely proportional to the square root of the spin speed). Hence the film thickness can 

be easily controlled by the spin speed. However, the spin speed must not be slower than 

1000 rpm. This is because the surface of the photoresist will not be smooth. The film 

surface smoothness is proportional to the spin speed. The only disadvantage of using the 

spin coating method is that this approach is not environment friendly. This is because 

more than 90% of the photoresist will be wasted in the spin coating process and the 

photoresist is a hazardous material [21, 22]. 

 

Like most photoresist materials, both SU-8 and BCB need to be stored at 

refrigerated temperature below 15 oC. Prior to spin coating process, the photoresists needs 

to be warmed up to room temperature. This is because the viscosity of the photoresist is 

temperature dependent. Using a pipette, a few ml of SU-8 was dispensed onto the 

substrate surface that was earlier placed on the spin coater. The pipette must be held as 

near as possible to the centre of the substrate to reduce the occurrence of trapped air 

bubble or dust during the process. Air bubbles or dust trapped in the SU-8 are causes 

defects in the fabricated waveguide channels. The substrate was then accelerated slowly 

to 500 rpm in 10 seconds with 50 rpm/second ramp up speed. The purpose of this stage 

is to spread the SU-8 evenly on the substrate surface and the ramp up speed need to be 

slow in order to provide the SU-8 sufficient time to spread and cover the entire substrate 

surface area. Then the substrate was spun at 3000 rpm for 1 minute with a ramp up time 
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of 10 seconds. During the second stage, the photoresist will undergo a thinning process 

due to centrifugal forces [23]. Finally, the rotation speed was ramped down to 0 rpm with 

a 10 second ramp down time. 

 

3.4.2 Control of SU-8 Thickness 

The SU-8 polymer used in this work was SU-8 2002 series with a spin speed 

dependent coating thickness of 3.6 µm (1000 rpm), 3 µm (2000 rpm), to 2.9 µm (3000 

rpm) [1]. However, in waveguide fabrication, a thickness beyond this range maybe 

needed. Hence, methods of controlling the coating thickness by increase or decrease the 

viscosity and density have been developed.     

 

To increase the coating thickness, the viscosity of the SU-8 solution was increased. 

To achieve this, the content of solvent in SU-8 needs to be removed without altering the 

characteristics of the SU-8 monomer and photo-initiator. It was found that by heating up 

the SU-8 solution to 130 oC with continuous stirring at 600 rpm, the SU-8 solvent will 

evaporate while there were no observable changes to its photosensitivity. With 1 hour of 

heating and stirring, a spin-coated SU-8 film with 5 µm thickness was obtained with a 

spin speed of 3000 rpm.  

 

To decrease the coating thickness, additional volume of solvent was added to the 

SU-8 solution at a given ratio. The solvent for SU-8 is Cyclopentanone and the coating 

thickness of both SU-8 2002 and SU-8 2010 series can be reduced as shown in Figure 

3.6. However, in some photoresists, the monomer structure might be larger and attempts 

to decrease the coating thickness via dilution of the photoresist may compromise the 

resolution in pattern transfer during photolithography process. Hence, dilution of 

photoresist by more than 30% is not advisable unless the resolution is not a concern.  
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Figure 3.6: SU-8 coating thickness with respect to amount of dilutor (Cyclopentanone) 

added.  

 

3.4.3 Soft Bake  

After the spin coating, the sample will undergo soft bake. The purpose of this 

process is to reduce the solvent content in the SU-8 layer and increase its adhesion to the 

substrate [20]. Soft bake temperature and time are critical. The SU-8 film cannot be too 

“dry” because this will reduce the photosensitivity of the SU-8 film and eventually 

reduces the resolution [24]. The SU-8 film will be difficult to be developed or removed 

completely if it is over-baked. On the other hand, under-bake film will have very high 

solvent content which may cause the SU-8 film to stick on the photomask during 

photolithography process as well as reduces the resolution of photolithography process 

due to spatial diffusion of photo-initiators upon UV exposure [6]. Hence, soft bake time 

is important and need to be optimized to achieve straight and near vertical sidewall profile 

[25]. This baking process can be done by using an oven or hot plate. However, hot plate 

is preferable due to its nature of bottom-heating, allowing solvent in the SU-8 film to 

evaporate through its surface. The optimum temperature for soft bake process is 80 oC 

with 3 minutes of baking time. After the soft bake process, the sample must undergo UV 
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exposure in the photolithography process immediately to avoid uncertainties due to 

changes in solvent content over time. 

 

3.4.4 UV Expose and Patterning 

Pattern transfer was carried out using a UV mask aligner system. The UV mask 

aligner system is equipped with a 4-axis sample alignment stage that allows the sample 

to be aligned in the 3 linear axes as well as controlling its tilt angle relative to the 

photomask to ensure good pattern transfer from the photomask to the SU-8 film. The UV 

light source is a high vapour pressure mercury arc lamp. The mercury lamp has a multiple 

lines emission from 275 nm to 650 nm with peak emission at 365 nm (I-line). This 

wavelength is used to crosslink the photoresist. A mechanical shutter is in place to control 

the exposure time of the photolithography process. The arrangement of the UV mask 

aligner is as follow: the mercury arc lamp is located at the top of the mask aligner, 

followed by the mechanical shutter, photomask, sample, sample alignment system.  The 

photolithography used in this work was contact-type, meaning that the sample was 

aligned to make physical contact with the photomask. They are two built in function in 

the alignment system to make a good contact between the photomask and the sample. 

There are vacuum contact and hard contact. Hard contact uses physical force to push the 

sample towards the photomask while vacuum contact uses a vacuum pump to remove all 

the air between the photomask and sample so that they will contact closely. Usually 

vacuum contact will result in better resolution in pattern transfer, but it may easily cause 

permanent scratch on the photomask as compared to hard contact. Due to this reason 

vacuum contact is usually applied to smooth surfaces only. The function of the shutter is 

to control the dosage of UV irradiation onto the sample by controlling its opening time. 

The shutter opening time can be controlled in the range between 0 to 999 second with an 
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interval of 0.1 second. The total exposes time is determined by the intensity of the UV 

light at the sample position and the UV dosage required by the photoresist. 

 

In SU-8 processing, a 10 second exposure to 27 mW of UV light is sufficient for 

the process. During the exposure process, the triarysulfonium hexafluoroantimonate salt 

serving as a photo-acid generator is decomposed and generate a strong acid. This strong 

photo-acid then diffused to the SU-8 monomer and initiates cationic polymerization by 

the opening of the epoxy ring. The formation of crosslink takes place if another epoxy 

group is available due to diffusion and rearrangement of the monomer or polymer cluster 

[6]. As has been discussed in the previous section, the rate of diffusion is dependent on 

the film “dryness” which is controlled by the soft bake process.  

 

3.4.5 Post Exposure Bake (PEB) and Developing 

Negative tone resists usually requires PEB before chemical development process. 

The PEB temperature is identified as the most important process parameter influencing 

the residual stress in thin photoresists film [6]. Basically, in PEB, the photoresists film 

undergoes further drying that halt the diffusion of photo-acid. If the PEB is too rapid, the 

photo-acid may not have sufficient time to induce cross-link over the entire UV exposed 

area which is supposed to remain after chemical development. This will cause under-cut 

during chemical development which may lead to complete wash out of the pattern 

structure. On the other hand, if PEB is too long, the diffusion of photo-acid process may 

extend into area not exposed and results in the broadening of the pattern structure. It was 

also found that all the 3 processes – soft bake, UV exposes and PEB are interrelated and 

a change in 1 parameter can be compensated by the other 2 parameters. For example, if 

soft bake temperature or time is increased, this will reduce the film solvent content and 

hence a higher UV exposure dosage is required followed by shorter PEB. The optimum 
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PEB process parameters with the optimum soft bake and UV exposure dosage, were 80 

OC for 15 minutes. After PEB process, due to the densification of the cross-linked area, 

pattern can be observed by bare eye.  

 

Finally, the samples will undergo chemical development process. In industrial 

practices, the chemical development process involves dispensing the chemical developer 

onto the sample that is being rotated continuously for a duration of a few ten seconds. 

However, to reduce the usage of chemical developer, the sample was immersed in a small 

beaker containing chemical developer for about 15 seconds. The immersion duration is 

critical. If the developing time is too short, the unwanted area may not be completely 

removed, while too long will cause jagged edge in the produced channel or complete 

wash out of the channels due to undercut process. After the chemical development 

process, there will be photoresist residue in the form of monomers in the chemical 

developer which may re-deposit onto the sample surface that causes surface 

contamination. For photoresist that is soluble in water (i.e. AZ product from Microchem), 

De-Ionised (DI) water was used to clean the developed sample followed by drying using 

compressed air. However, in the case of SU-8 which is not soluble in water, cleaning can 

only be done using the developer itself. Hence the cleaning process for SU-8 is critical 

and removal of the produced channels by the cleaning developer need to be avoided. In 

practice, the immersion time during the cleaning process was reduced to about 10 seconds 

followed by one repetition.  

 

3.5 Overcladding Coating 

Coating of overcladding is an optional process, the patterned SU-8 may undergo 

the hard bake process directly before or after overcladding coating. However, coating of 

overcladding before hard bake process was preferred to reduce the total fabrication time. 
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Furthermore, exposure of patterned SU-8 waveguide structure to ambient environment 

especially in an air-circulation oven may result in dust sticking onto the SU-8 waveguide 

which will induce extra insertion loss to the fabricated waveguide device. The 

overcladding coating process involves first applying the NOA resin onto the sample 

surface, which was then covered by a second piece of CR-39 sheet to sandwich the NOA 

resin covered waveguide structures. This top CR-39 sheet was not part of the light guiding 

structure, but served to strengthen the structural integrity of the waveguide device and 

protects the waveguide structures from physical damage during subsequent polishing 

process. The top CR-39 need to be placed carefully to avoid trapping of air bubbles on 

the sample. Air bubbles in contact with the waveguide will cause a change in the local 

effective index, acting as a scattering point and hence create a high insertion loss in that 

particular area. Finally, the sample was again exposed to UV light to cure the NOA resin.    

 

3.6 Hard Curing 

SU-8 has good mechanical properties. A hard bake process was added to ensure 

that SU-8 properties do not change over time. This is because SU-8 is a thermal resin 

where its properties can continue to change when exposed to higher temperatures than 

that previously encountered. However, waveguide application in lab environment was 

always controlled at room temperature. Hence curing of SU-8 at temperature above 50 

oC is more than sufficient. In practice, we applied hard bake process by heating the sample 

at 80 oC for 4 hours – this is because some NOA required longer thermal curing time to 

stable.  

 

3.7 Dicing and Polishing    

After the successful fabrication of a waveguide device, dicing and polishing of 

the input/output end facets was carried out before light can be coupled in and out of the 
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waveguide device. A good polishing surface will result in a lower coupling loss. The 

polishing quality becomes more critical when the core size or wavelength is reduced. A 

good polishing surface, known as optically flat surface, will have a roughness in a fraction 

of the operating wavelength which is in the sub-micron scale for our application. The 

quality of a polished surface can be assessed by observation under an optical microscope. 

The polished surface should have minimum scratches as shown in Figure 3.7d.  

 

Figure 3.7: Microscope images of waveguide end facet after a) dicing, polished using b) 

15 µm, c) 9 µm, and d) 0.3 µm polishing films – the bright rectangular at the centre is 

the waveguide core. 

 

3.8 SU-8 Film Characterization 

As waveguide fabrication process involved many process steps, it is necessary to 

evaluate the performance at different process steps in order to produce waveguide devices 

with the desired performance. In addition to the characterization of the fabricated 

waveguide device performance, the characteristics of the spin-coated film and the 
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physical properties of waveguide structures were also measured. There were 3 

characterization tools used for these purposes. They are prism coupler, surface profiler 

and microscope.  

 

Prism Coupler  

Prism coupling technique was used to study the optical characteristics of SU-8 film such 

as refractive index, film thickness and material loss. The prism coupler used in this work 

was a model SPA-4000 from Sairon Tech Inc. The operation principle of prism coupler 

is shown in Figure 3.8. In a prism coupling setup, light is coupled into a thin film sample 

via a prism with refractive index higher than the measured film. With various light 

incident angles, a series of continuous incident light with different wave vector can be 

excited. However, due to quantize property of propagation constant of the guided light in 

the film, only incident light with wave vector equal to the guided mode propagation 

constant can be coupled into the testing film. By measuring the reflected power with a 

photodiode for various incident angles, the wave vector with corresponding guided mode 

propagation constant can be measured. With this information, the refractive index and the 

thickness of the thin film can be calculated [26, 27]. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a 

refractive index measurement of SU-8 on CR-39 substrate. However, if the measured film 

is too thin - thickness smaller than 3 guiding modes, only refractive index can be 

measured. In practice, at least 3 guiding modes are needed to calculate the refractive index 

and film thickness simultaneously. Likewise, for a bulk layer, for example a substrate 

with thickness of > 100 µm, only refractive index can be measured as shown in Figure 

3.3. 
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Figure 3.8: Operating principle of prism coupler. 

 

When silicon wafers were used as substrate material, a thick undercladding layer 

was first coated on the substrate before the core layer coating. The undercladding layer 

acts as an optical buffer to prevent the light leakage into the silicon substrate which has a 

very high refractive index (3.40 at 1550 nm). In this case, the film structure will be a dual 

layer thin film. Refractive index and thickness of both layers can also be measured using 

prism coupling technique as well as shown in Figure 3.9. The first deeper dip on the left 

corresponds to the fundamental propagation mode of the SU-8 core. The second dip, 

which is the shallowest, and subsequent dips are the cladding propagation modes in the 

BCB undercladding. In this case, the SU-8 core thickness is thin enough that only 1 

propagation mode is supported.  The drawback of prism coupler is that the surface quality 

of the film must be optically flat. A rough surface will cause an air gap between the prism 

and the sample surface which will disrupt light coupling. This will cause a high error in 

measurement. Moreover, the prism may be damaged by the physical contact with rough 

sampler surface. Besides, the thin film might not be well cured, applying high pressure to 

push the sample contact with prism might cause some polymer stick on the prism which 

will then cause a high error in measurement.  
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Figure 3.9: Screenshot of prism coupling spectrum measurement using Sairon SPA 

4000 prism coupler and its corresponding refractive index and thickness of SU 8 - BCB 

dual layers on silicon substrate measured at 1550 nm. 

 

The prism coupler can also be used for thin film propagation loss measurement. 

By dipping the sample into high refractive index fluid, the guided mode will be leaked 

out of the core layer. By measuring the leaked light intensity with respect to the length of 

sample dipped into the high refractive index fluid, the optical loss of the thin film can be 

measured [28]. Figure 3.10 (the blue line) shows an example of this propagation 

measurement on SU-8 – BCB dual layers film on silicon substrate.  
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Figure 3.10: Screenshot of propagation loss measurement (blue line) of SU-8 – BCB 

dual layers film on silicon substrate. The green line is another detector measurement for 

system referencing. 

 

Surface Profiler and Microscope  

After the patterning of the waveguide channel, it was necessary to measure the dimension 

and cross sectional profile of the waveguide channel as well as its surface roughness. For 

channel inspection (to determine whether the waveguide channel is in good condition 

without any breakage) and channel width measurement, optical microscope was used. To 

measure the surface roughness and channel height, surface profiler was used. The surface 

profiler used in this work is a Dektak 150 stylus-based profiler with a pin radius of 4 µm. 

The pin radius will limit the feature size that can be measured. For example, a 4 µm radius 

pin cannot be used to measure a “valley” that is narrower than 4 µm. The advantage of 

surface profiler is its very high vertical measurement resolution with a precision of 1 nm 

provided the profiler is placed in a vibration isolation table. Besides, as it is a contact type 

profiler, the force exerted by the stylus tip on the sample surface is very large, where soft 

material may be scratched by the profiler tip.   
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3.9 Fibre Coupling and Optimization  

In order for a waveguide device to be useful, light needs to be coupled into and 

out of the waveguide device. Light coupling can be achieved either using free space 

objective lenses or optical fibre butt-coupling. Both methods require optical alignment 

between the waveguide device and the coupling elements. As most if not all waveguide 

devices are used in an optical fibre network, fibre butt-coupling method was used in this 

work. It involves the alignment between the input optical fibre and the input of waveguide 

device and between the output of the waveguide device with the output optical fibre. The 

figure of merit of a connectorised waveguide device is insertion loss,  

���������  
��� = ∑(������� + ������ + �����������) Eqn 3.2 

There are many factors that contributed to the insertion loss of a waveguide device. Some 

factors are avoidable such as misalignment, and surface polishing quality. Reduction of 

waveguide losses, on the other hand, are not as straight forward. In general, these losses 

are core size mismatch, mode field diameter mismatch, NA mismatch, and Fresnel 

reflection loss due to index mismatch. The first 3 mismatches have the largest 

contribution to the overall waveguide loss. For example, as reported in [29], insertion loss 

resulting from the butt coupling of SU-8 waveguides with an index difference of 0.25 

delta % to a normal SMF-28 fibre is ~10 dB, ~6 dB, and 2 dB for a 3 µm, 5 µm and 10 

µm wide waveguide. Hence minimizing the insertion loss to the ordinary fibre system - 

SMF -28 is important in waveguide fabrication.  

 

Mode Field Diameter (MFD) Mismatch – usually applicable when both waveguides to 

be aligned are in single mode operation. In a single mode waveguide, the intensity of the 

guided light will reduce radially in a Gaussian profile and the MFD is defined as the 

diameter in which the light intensity of the guided light reduced to 1/e2 of its peak 

intensity. MFD is a function of core size, the index difference between the waveguide 
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core and cladding and the fibre profile (step index or grad index). If the MFD between 

two waveguides to be aligned are different, there will be a MFD mismatch loss [30]. Note 

that MFD miss match is bi-directional. MFD mismatch loss between 2 waveguides 

denoted with subscript 1, and 2 can be estimated by  

������� = 10 
��(
�

(
� 
�!

"
�!
� 

)!
)                   Eqn 3.3 

Core Diameter Mismatch – if either one or both sides of the waveguides to be aligned 

is/are multimodal, core size mismatch is a more appropriate description than MFD 

mismatch. Note that, core size mismatch is only significant when a larger core waveguide 

was coupled into a smaller core waveguide. Core diameter mismatch loss can be 

estimated by  

����#$�� = 10 
��
%&

%'
   , dr < dt      Eqn 3.4 

where “r” refers to receiving and “t” refers to transmitting waveguide [31]. 

 

Numerical Aperture (NA) Mismatch – NA of a waveguide determines its solid angle. 

A waveguide with smaller NA will have a smaller solid angle compared to a waveguide 

with larger NA. Similar to core size mismatch, NA mismatch is directional and is only 

significant when the receiving waveguide having smaller NA [31]. NA mismatch loss can 

be estimated by  

������ = 10 
��
��&

��'
  , NAr < NAt                  Eqn 3.5 

 

Core size mismatch (or MFD mismatch) and NA mismatch are additive, which 

means that the total loss is the sum of both core size mismatch and NA mismatch for ideal 

conditions. However, additional loss factors exist in butt-coupling joints, including fibre-

end separation, fibre-end angle and Fresnel reflection. 
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In order to minimise the coupling loss between optical fibres and SU-8 waveguide, 

both MFD and NA of the coupling fibre need to be as closely matched to the SU-8 

waveguide as possible. Among some of the commercially available fibres are SMF-28, 

HI-980 and UHNA4. The MFD of SMF-28, HI- 980, UHNA4 and SU-8 are 10.67 µm, 

6.41 µm, 3.87 µm, and 3.84 µm respectively at 1550 nm. Meanwhile, their NAs are 0.14, 

0.21, 0.35, and 0.39 respectively. Therefore, UHNA4 were found to have the closest MFD 

and NA with the current SU-8 waveguide design. Table 3.1 compares the theoretical and 

the experimental value of insertion loss between SMF-28 and UHNA4 fibres with 

3x3 µm and 5x5 µm core dimension SU-8 waveguide.   

Table 3.1: Insertion of SU-8 waveguide to SMF and UHNA4 fibre at 1550 nm. 

Fibre type Waveguide core 

dimension (µµµµm2) 

Theoretical (dB) Measured over 1 cm long 

waveguide (dB) 

SMF 28 5x5 ~8.9 ~10 

 3x3 ~14 ~20 

UHNA4 5x5 ~9.5 ~10 

 3x3 ~0.7 ~3 

 

Note that the measured value are greater than the theoretical value due to surface 

scattering (more prominent for smaller core size) and waveguide propagation loss. The 

waveguide propagation loss is estimated to be 1 dB/cm, obtained from cut back 

measurement. It is worth noting that the splice loss between SMF-28, which is used in all 

telecommunication devices, and UHNA4 fibre can be as low as 0.3 to 0.6 dB with 

optimized splicing parameters. Therefore, the loss SU-8 waveguide interconnections can 

be made by using UNHA4 fibres, which are themselves spliced to standard SMF-28 fibres 

using optimized splicing parameters.  
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3.10 Optical Characterization  

The fibre butt-coupling setup is shown in Figure 3.11. The procedure of light 

coupling is simple. First, the input fibre was aligned parallel to the waveguide channel 

with the help of a microscope. The fibre was placed on top of the waveguide and the pitch 

and tilt angles were adjusted to be parallel. Secondly, a 650 nm red light source was 

launched into the input fibre and the fibre was aligned to the waveguide channel. A red 

light source was initially used instead of 1550 nm (or other wavelength of interest) for 

the convenience of alignment as 650 nm light is observable by human eyes. Care was 

taken so that the input fibre tip is not in contact with the waveguide channel to avoid 

physical damage. An objective lens was placed at the output end of the waveguide 

channel to project the image of the waveguide output onto a screen. The experimental 

setup is shown in Figure 3.12a. When the input fibre was aligned to the waveguide 

channel, a small red dot (or multiple dots, depending on the number of output channels), 

with a long slab was observed as shown in Figure 3.12b. The red dots are the images of 

the waveguide channel outputs. Figure 3.12d shows the output from a commercial 1x8 

splitter with 1550 nm light coupling. The image was captured using an infrared (IR) 

camera. When the input fibre was aligned to the waveguide channel, 8 bright dots were 

observed with minimum slab intensity. The small slab intensity is an indication of a good 

quality waveguide. The aligned sample is now ready for mode characterization and 

insertion loss measurement.  Univ
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Figure 3.11: Waveguide optical alignment system. 

 

Figure 3.12: a) The top view of fibre to waveguide alignment setup using a red light 

source. The output of waveguide with b) red light source projected on to a white screen 

(for 1x4 splitter) and c) 1550 nm light source recorded with IR camera (for 1x8 splitter). 

 

Mode Characterization 

Mode characterization is important to study the guided light profile and whether it is in 

single mode operation or supports higher order spatial modes. To perform this 
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measurement, the red dot was first aligned into the IR camera until it can observe on the 

screen. The light source was then changed to 1550 nm (or other wavelength of interest) 

and the input fibre was aligned until maximum intensity was obtained at the waveguide 

channel output. Subsequently, the input power was reduced until no saturation observed 

in the IR camera image and the image was saved in grey scale and its intensity profile 

analysed using image analysis software. The input fibre was then slightly misaligned to 

see if higher order modes can be excited and guided by the waveguide channel. If only a 

Gaussian beam profile with varying intensity was observed during misalignment, the 

waveguide channel can be considered as a single mode waveguide at and above the 

wavelength used in the measurement. 

 

Insertion Loss Measurement  

To measure the insertion loss of the waveguide channel, the output objective lens was 

replaced with an output fibre after the input fibre was aligned to the waveguide channel 

using a red light source. This was followed by the alignment of the output fibre until the 

red light was observable at the output fibre pigtail. Next, the optical source was changed 

to 1550 nm (or other wavelengths of interest) and the output fibre pigtail connected to an 

optical power meter. Index matching fluid was applied onto both input and output fibre 

ends to reduce index mismatch between fibre and waveguide channel. Both input and 

output fibres were aligned until maximum power was measured by the power meter. 

Insertion loss can be determined by subtracting the measured output power from the 

launch power of the input fibre. At this stage, other characterization such as optical return 

loss, and polarization dependent loss can be conducted with slight modification to the 

launching and output fibre configurations.  
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Fibre to Waveguides Permanent Bonding 

To bond the fibre permanently onto the waveguide, both the fibre ends and waveguide 

must be cleaned using IPA to make sure that they are grease free. Any surface 

contamination will cause adhesion problems. The step taken is similar to the insertion 

loss measurement with the index matching fluid replaced by NOA UV resin. After 

maximum power was obtained by alignment of both input and output fibres, UV light 

source from a portable UV source was irradiated on to both fibre ends for about 5 minutes. 

During the UV irradiation, the UV resin may be harden non-uniformly and may cause 

misalignment, which required minor alignment of both input and output fibres to re-

obtain the maximum transmitted power. 

 

3.11 Summary  

Fabrication process of planar waveguide using photolithography techniques and 

waveguide characterization methods have been discussed in detail. The waveguide width 

of the fabricated SU-8 waveguides range from 3-5 µm. Using high NA optical fibres, low 

loss interconnection of the SU-8 waveguide was achieved. The minimum insertion loss 

was 3 dB measured at 1550 nm.  
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CHAPTER 4: GRAPHENE, GRAPHENE OXIDE AND GRAPHENE 

OXIDE FILM 

  In this chapter, the physical and chemical properties of Graphene and Graphene 

Oxide (GO) are first discussed. This is followed by the discussion of synthesis process of 

GO solution and fabrication of GO Film (GOF) using drop-casting technique. A series of 

characterization tests on the GO solution and GOF conducted to verify the successful 

production of both “materials” during this study are discussed in detail. The test results 

also provided valuable information on the synthesized GO which is useful in subsequent 

studies. Finally, the effects of a number of experimental variables on the fabricated GOF 

are then discussed. These variables include GO solution concentration, volume droplet 

size, multiple drop casting and their corresponding film formation thickness and surface 

morphology.      

 

4.1 Introduction to Graphene  

 Graphene is a single layer graphite consists of 2-dimensional monoatomic thick 

carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb (hexagonal lattice) crystal structure. This 

structure is the unit block to construct other carbon-based materials. It can be folded into 

fullerenes, rolled up into nanotubes or stacked into graphite. The six-corner of the 

Graphene hexagonal Brillouin zone where the carbon atoms are allocated are called Dirac 

points and the electrons and holes are known as Dirac fermions. The symmetric 

conduction and valence band with respect to the Fermi level at the Dirac point causes a 

very unique electronic structure where it has zero bandgap properties and behaves as a 

semi-metal. Graphene has a universal minimum conductivity, σ in the order of  
��

�

��
 where 

e is electron charge and h is Plank constant [1, 2]. 
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The zero bandgap property and charge neutrality in Graphene enables optical 

transition transmission over a broad wavelength range from visible to infrared. In pristine 

Graphene, only interband transitions, which refer to electron excitation from the 

covalence band to the conduction band, are allowed. This is because in Graphene the 

valence band is fully filled while the conduction band is empty. This band structure can 

be easily modified – temporarily by applying a voltage potential; or permanently via 

chemical doping [3-5]. An n-doped Graphene (Fermi level is shifted into the conduction 

band), optical phonon with energy of less than 2Ef cannot be absorbed because the 

electron state in resonance in the conduction band is occupied, hence interband transition 

is not allowed. The same goes to p-doped Graphene, where optical phonon with energy 

of less than 2Ef cannot be absorbed because there are no electrons available for interband 

transitions. However, this optical phonon energy allows another type of transition– 

intraband transition. Intraband transition refers to electron transition within either valance 

or conduction bands. This type of transition is mainly observed in metals because metals 

have unfilled electron bands. Intraband transitions are not quantized and all photons with 

energy smaller than Ef can be absorbed continuously. These two types of transitions 

enable Graphene to support different plasmonic polarization modes. For interband 

(intraband) transition, TE- (TM-) mode where the electric field is parallel (perpendicular) 

to the Graphene plane can be supported. The polarisation effect of Graphene has been 

demonstrated by Bao [6], Kim [7, 8] and Liu [5]. The Graphene layer used in these works 

were produced using Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) technique, which exhibits very 

high quality with minimum defects. However, it is to date not possible to deposit 

Graphene directly onto optical waveguide materials such as silica glass, silicon and 

polymers. Coating of Graphene onto an optical waveguide requires physical transfer of 

the Graphene layer from its nickel or copper substrate onto the optical waveguide, which 

will introduce discontinuities and defects during the transfer process. Discontinuities due 
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to defects in the Graphene coating will in turn increase the propagation loss of the optical 

waveguide. Therefore, a method large area Graphene coating with minimum defects is 

still being pursued. Practically, few-layer (< 5 layers) Graphene was used instead of 

monolayer Graphene as reported by Bao et al. and Kim et al. However, adding extra 

layers of Graphene will cause the overall Graphene film conductivity will drop 

dramatically and eventually change its optical properties. The extinction ratio of a 

waveguide polariser dropped tremendously from 25 dB (2 – 3 layers Graphene) to less 

than 10 dB for Graphene coating of more than 20 layers. Moreover, the highest extinction 

ratio reported were just 27 dB, which is limited by the imperfections of the Graphene 

layer/s deposition.  

 

Recently, uniform coating of Graphene Oxide (GO) layers using drop-casting 

technique has been reported. This method provides a simple alternative for uniform 

coating of thin Graphene-based films over a finite area [9]. By increasing the concentration 

of the GO solution used, it becomes possible to produce GOF with micrometer-scale 

thicknesses and a coating area in the square millimeter range [10].  

 

4.1.1 From Graphene Oxide to Graphene Oxide Paper 

Dikin et al defined GO Paper (GOP) as “a free-standing carbon-based membrane 

material made by flow-directed assembly of individual GO sheet” [10]. The formation of 

GOP requires the following criteria. First, at least a few hundred layers of GO are needed 

to form a free-standing membrane when stacked together. Second, a certain directional 

flow is required to assemble the GO sheets which are interlocked together in a near-

parallel fashion to form GOP. Without either one of the above mentioned criteria, GOP 

could not be formed. The raw material used to produce GOP is GO solution produced 
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using improved Hummer’s method (discussed in section 4.1.2). The synthesis of GO 

solution is discussed in section 4.1. A controlled volume of the GO solution is then to 

drop-casted onto a flat surface (or directly onto the waveguide channel) using a 

micropipette. With the natural directional flow in the solution drop during the drying 

process, the GO flakes will then be stacked into the GOP. This directional flow mechanics 

and the drying process are discussed in section 4.3. The appearance of GOP is dark brown 

under transmitted light and almost black in reflection when its thickness is more than 5 

µm. The appearance of the GOP can refer to Figure 4.1. Wrinkles are observed over the 

GO coating and  is believed to be due to edge-to-edge overlapping of GO sheets [11]. The 

amplitude of the wrinkles is found to be dependent on the concentration of GO solution 

used.  A detailed discussion on the occurrence of wrinkles is presented in section 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.1: Microscope image of different number (ranging from 1 drop on the left to 3 

drop) of drop-casted GO. 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the FESEM image of the cut edge of a drop-casted GOP. It can 

be seen that the GO layers are stacked in an orderly fashion, forming a thick-layered GOP. 

Physically, the GOP is very strong, with good homogeneity and strong interlayer binding 

compared to ordinary paper. When the GOP is being stressed beyond its elastic limit, 

straight and flat fracture cuts were observed and there are no pull-out of its lamellae layers 

as shown in Figure 4.2. The mechanical strength of the GOP also depends strongly on its 
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water content. The modulus value of the GOP can increase two-fold for dried sample (at 

120 oC) compared to the hydrated sample (at 40 oC). This phenomenon is similar to 

cellulose-based paper where wet sheet has lower strength. The electrical characteristics 

of the GOP are highly temperature dependent, which determines the amount of reduction 

of the GOP. In general, GOP show insulator characteristic and its conductivity increases 

with increasing temperature (degree of reduction) [10, 11].   

 

Figure 4.2: FESEM image of cut edge of GOP. 

 

It should be noted that in this thesis, the GOP formed on flat a substrate or directly 

onto a waveguide channel was not purposely peeled off to form free-standing sheet. This 

contradicts with the definition of GOP (a free-standing GO sheet), and to avoid confusion, 

the term GO Film (GOF) instead of the GOP was used in the following discussions. 

Distinction should also be drawn upon the term single layer GO or few layers GO (less 

than 10 layers, for example) which was used to describe very thin GO layers, and the term 

GOF to describe GO with more than 10 layers. 
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4.1.2 Graphene Oxide Preparation  

To date, there are many chemical oxidation methods to produce GO solution such 

as Hummer’s method [12], Staudeumaier’s method [13], and Brodie’s method [14]. The 

method used in this work was modified Hummer’s method [15] in which the process 

temperature as well as oxidation duration was lower and shorter, respectively. The 

synthesis process is as follow. In the beginning, graphite was oxidised to a high degree 

of oxidation by adding Potassium Permanganate (KMnO4) into concentrated acid such as 

sulphuric acid under room temperature with constant stirring for 3 days. During this 

period, the colour of the mixture changed from dark purplish green to dark brown. To end 

the oxidation process, Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) solution was added, and the colour of 

the mixture changed to bright yellow, indicating high oxidation level of graphite. The 

graphite oxide was then washed several times with Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) and 

deionized (DI) water until a pH of 4-5 was achieved. The washing process was carried 

out using simple decantation of supernatant via a centrifugation technique with a 

centrifugation force of 10,000 g (g-force). During this process, the graphite oxide was 

exfoliated to formed GO gel. Finally, this gel was diluted using DI water into a suitable 

concentration for drop-casting. The overall process was summarized in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: Summary of GOF fabrication from Graphite flakes. 

 

4.1.3 Characterization of Graphene Oxide and Graphene Oxide Film 

 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), UV-Visible-Near Infrared 

Spectroscopy (UV-VIS-NIR), Raman Spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

and X-ray Diffraction measurement (XRD) were carried out to characterize the GO 

solution and GOF. GOF was formed using either spin-coating or drop-casting method. 

These series of characterisation tests showed that single or few layers GO was 

successfully fabricated. Details of each measurement are discussed in the following 

sections. 

 

4.1.3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy 

 Figure 4.4 shows the AFM images (Agilent 5500) of spin-coated GO solution on 

a silicon substrate. The thickness of the GO flakes produced is about 1.2 nm. This is the 

value reported by other research groups as the single layer thickness for GO [16, 17]. On 

the other hand, the lateral size of GO flakes has a large variation, ranging from 0.1 µm to 
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1 µm. The GO flakes showed little or no symmetrical shape, which is critical in its ability 

to produce a uniform GOF using drop-casting method. 

 

Figure 4.4: AFM image of spin-coated GO solution. 

 

4.1.3.2 UV-Visible-Near Infrared Spectroscopy 

 Figure 4.5 shows the UV-VIS absorption spectrum (Thermo Scientific Evolution 

300 Spectrometer) of the GO solution. GO solution was placed in a standard fused quartz 

cuvette. An absorption peak was observed around 230 nm, which is due to the strong π 

→ π* transitions of aromatic C = C bonds. Slightly shift lower (larger) of ~2 nm can be 

obtained for higher (lower) degree of oxidation with more (less) functional groups on the 

GO basal plane. A small ‘shoulder’ observed at ~300 nm can be attribute to the n → π* 

transitions of C = O bonds. Other than these transitions, no obvious band edge absorption 

up to 1800 nm was observed. This result is in close proximity to the absorption 

characteristic of graphite oxide as reported in [18, 19]. The plot below 200 nm can be 
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ignored, due to fluctuations in baseline measurement, which was caused by the absorption 

of deionized water and air. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: UVVIS absorbance spectrum of GO Solution. 

 

4.1.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy 

 Figure 4.6 shows the Raman spectrum (Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope) of 

spin-coated GOF. Three main GO characteristic peaks were observed. They are the D 

peak (at ~1360 cm-1) corresponding to the stretching of C-C single bond, the G peak (at 

~1604 cm-1) corresponding to first-order scattering of the E2g phonon of sp2 C atoms and 

the 2D overtone peak (at ~2700 cm-1). The prominent D peak indicates significant 

structural disorder that can be attributed to the incorporation of oxygen [20-22]. The 

intensity ratio of D to G peak is about 0.85 which is about the reduction level of near to 

5 with reference to Figure 4.7, which corresponds to a bandgap of about 2 eV. Note that 

this figure are obtained from [3] where the bandgap was measured by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry and parameter fitting to a Lorentz oscillator model. The reduction was made 

by exposing the GO to hydrazine and ammonia solution with different reduction time. 

The x-axis in Figure 4.7 refers to the amount of reduction time where larger value 
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indicates longer exposure time to a chemical mentioned above. These characterizations 

proved that the solution is GO solution with a high degree of oxidation.  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Raman spectrum of GOF. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Relation of ID/IG and bandgap, where reduction level in x-axis is just an 

arbitrary unit of time. [3]  
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4.1.3.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy - Attenuated 

Total Reflection 

 The FTIR-ATR of GOF is shown in Figure 4.8. Several major peaks that 

correspond to Epoxides, Carbonyls, and Hydroxyl group were observed. For easy 

viewing, each peak that corresponded to each vibrational bonds were summarised in 

Table 4.1. The table is validated applied for single or multi-layers GOF. With the presence 

of physisorbed water, it was observed that both OH stretching (3000-3500 cm-1) and 

scissors (1600-1650 cm-1) modes of H2O are broadened through hydrogen interactions 

with C-OH (O-H stretch at 3000-3700 cm-1) and COOH (OH stretch at 3549cm-1). The 

FTIR spectroscopy results obtained are similar to reports by other research groups [23-

26]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: FTIR-ATR absorption spectrum of GOF. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of vibrational modes of GO in FTIR absorption. 

Name Chemical composition Wavenumber (cm-1) 

Epoxides C-O-C 1280-1320, 800-900 

Edge Carboxyl or H2O COOH 1650-1750 

Carbonyls C=O 1750-1850 

Carbonyls O-C=O 1500-1750 

Asymmetric vibrational 

stretching of sp2-

hybridized 

C=C 1500-1600 

Edge Carboxyl C-OH 3000-3700 

Stretching of hydroxyl in 

water include Basel Plane 

hydroxyls, and 

Phenol (Edge hydroxyl) 

C-OH 

 

3000-3700 

With peak at 3400 

 Isolated hydroxyl group Peak at 3610 

 C-OH in GO  Peak at 3100 

  

 

4.1.3.5 X-Ray Diffraction Measurement 

 Figure 4.9 shows the XRD spectrum of GOF. The interlayer spacing of the GOF, 

estimated from the diffraction angle (at 8.7o with wavelength 15.406 nm), was about 1.02 

nm which is slightly higher than reported by Dikin [10]. However, it is within the 

separation range between 0.6 – 1.2 nm, which is dependent on humidity due to water 

intercalation between the GO layers. A model describing this phenomenon is shown in 
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Figure 4.10 [27]. Interlayer spacing of about 0.6 nm can be considered as “dry” while for 

a spacing of 1.2 nm, the GOF is considered to be fully hydrated [28]. The measured 

thickness indicates that large amount of water molecule is present in between the GO 

layers, corresponding to a relative humidity of >75%. As GO exhibits hydrophilic 

characteristic, it is very difficult to completely remove water out of the GOF. On the other 

hand, there are also areas in the GOF where oxidation cannot occur in the “inner” layers 

due to low level of oxidation. This is shown as the second peak in the XRD spectrum 

with a diffraction angle of 16.5o corresponding to 0.54 nm.  

 

 

Figure 4.9: XRD spectrum of a thick GOF. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Model of the GOF cross section depicting water molecules intercalated 

between two Graphene Oxide layers. [27] 
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4.2 Other Unique Properties of Graphene Oxide Film  

The structural, chemical and electrical properties of GOF have been discussed in 

the previous sections. These properties give rise to some interesting properties in GOF, 

which will be discussed below.   

 

4.2.1 Anisotropic Dielectric Function 

A material with anisotropic dielectric property mean either or both the real and 

imaginary part of a material refractive index depends on light incident direction. This 

phenomenon usually occur on thin metal film or material having crystalline structure. In 

general it is related to the material structure. The regular stacking order of GO produced 

using drop-casted GOF as measured using SEM, though not perfect as in Graphite 

(Graphite has hexagonal crystal structure), closely resembles its stacking structure. In 

details, the electron vibration within a GO sheet, parallel to GO plane, is relatively free 

and easy as compared to electron vibration within 2 or more GO sheet which is 

perpendicular to GO sheet. Which means that electron conductivity is higher for parallel 

to GO sheet. In optical point of view, conducting corresponding to damping or absorption 

of light. This mean that absorption of optical light parallel to GO sheet is expecting to be 

higher than in perpendicular direction. This unique characteristic of GOF together the 

ability of selectivity area coating via drop-casting driven it to be applied onto planar 

waveguide as waveguide polariser. The detailed study of GO based waveguides polariser 

is discussed in chapter 5. 
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4.2.2 Graphene Oxide BandGap and Conductivity 

Unlike than Graphene where the conductivity is universal and frequency 

independent, refractive index of GO is depending on the bandgap opening either by 

chemical doping or electrically doping. Note that the term refractive index that mentioned 

is referring to the refractive index value parallel to the GO sheet. Through this thesis work, 

we are lacking of instrument to direct measure the refractive index as well as conductivity 

of GOF especially at the frequency of interest, 1550 nm. This is because the optical 

properties of GO can not be measured straightforwardly by the standard measurement 

system such as ellipsometry due to its small thickness (less than 1 nm) [29-31]. Moreover 

the real (imaginary) part of the refractive index of GO at visible wavelength can be varied 

from 1.8 to 2.3 (0.1 to 1.0), depending on its degree of reduction [29], further complicated 

the GO simulation work. However, bandgap estimation of 2eV from the Raman 

spectroscopy according to [3] which narrow down the conductivity into few thousand 

Sm-1 (corresponding to about 0.3 in imaginary part of refractive index) according to [32]. 

This value implied a significant light absorption. Conductivity higher than this value (few 

ten thousand Sm-1) will induce plasmonic effect as in most of the metal, while the opposite 

will cause too litter light absorption. This conductivity range narrowing simplify the 

simulation work in chapter 5 and the conductivity of the GOF in 1550 nm is predicted 

about 2700 Sm-1 which is best fitted with our experimental results. This value is slightly 

larger than DC or low frequency value given by Stankovich (2420 S.m-1) [33], Si (1250 

S.m-1) and Pantazopoulou (1670 S.m-1) [34] (- in her simulation presentation slide in 

which derived from [35, 36]) but lesser than the value (9000 S.m-1) given by Hong [37] 

at THZ frequency. On the other hand, the real part of the refractive index that best fitted 

with our experimental results in chapter 5 is about 2. This value also agreed by Vaupel, 

Stoble [38] and Jung [29] in optical frequency. More discussion on the optical property 

of GO is included in section 5.1.3. 
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4.2.3 Hydrophilic and Water Permeation in Graphene Oxide Film 

Buchsteiner [27] and Lerf [28] demonstrated GO is hydrophilic and the interlayer 

spacing of GO is vary with amount of water molecule present. A spacing thickness of 0.6 

nm can be considered as “dry” while 1.2 nm is considered to be fully hydrated. Our FTIR 

and XRD measurements in section 4.1.3 also showing similar water rich phenomenon in 

GOF. Acik [23] proven by FTIR studies that the Oxidized’ regions in Graphene sheet 

play an important role of absorbing water while strong H-bond. Later Nair [39] 

demonstrated that the peculiar characteristic of the GO membrane with strong filtration 

of even the smallest gas atoms/molecule such as helium and hydrogen but the 

exceptionally high permeation of water vapour. The interaction between the water 

molecule and the oxygen functional groups of the individual GO layers will further open 

up the GO layer bandgap which corresponding decrease in conductivity [40-42]. This is 

because in this interaction, water act as electro acceptor that redraw electron from the GO 

sheet.  This unique characteristic of GOF driven it to be applied in optical water and 

humidity sensor by measuring the optical absorption of GOF. The details of this study 

are discussed in chapter 6.  

 

4.2.4 Reversible Phonon Reduction of Graphene Oxide 

Carbonaceous materials including GO have significant capability of self-heating 

through optical phonon excitation [43-46]. Guo [47] has shown that a 1 µm thick GOF 

can undergo a significant rise in temperature (> 40 oC difference compared to a bare 

substrate without GOF) when exposed to a low power broad band IR light source (with 

an emission spectrum covering the range from 1000 to 1700 nm). Thermally heated GOF 

will undergo a de-oxygenation reaction and the GOF will therefore be substantially 

reduced [23, 43, 47, 48]. A reduced-GOF has a remarkably higher conductivity - and 
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eventually larger optical absorption is observed [40-42]. However, thermally reduced-

GOF is unstable and it can easily oxidise back to its initial state [47, 49]. This unique 

characteristic of GOF driven it to be applied as optical switch. The details of this study 

are discussed in chapter 7. 

 

4.3 Drop-Casting of Graphene Oxide 

Drop-casting is a simple technique used to coat materials onto a small area with 

no material waste. It involves applying a drop of solution onto a surface and is allowed 

to drying with or without controlling the drying environment such as humidity or 

temperature. The drying process of most solutions will create a coffee-ring effect [50], 

where the droplet edge will have a higher concentration of solute compare to its centre. 

This effect can be explained by the difference in evaporation rate of the droplet at 

different radial position. The effective area of the droplet edge is relatively larger than the 

centre and   hence the solution evaporation rate at the edge is higher. This causes an 

effective capillary flow towards the droplet edge and brings together solutes than that is 

contained in the droplet. As a result, there is a gradual drop in the concentration of solute 

from the centre to the edge, followed by a sudden increase at the edge. Suppression of 

coffee ring effect has become a field of interest for researchers where the objective is to 

obtain a uniform coating with uniform concentration distribution within the coating, 

which is especially important in inject printing as well as spray coating. One of the 

effective technique to suppress the coffee-ring effect is to use solutes with asymmetry 

shapes such as ellipsoidal (or mixed ellipsoidal shape particle in ordinary spherical shape 

particle) [51]. As GO flakes are asymmetrically shaped, GOF produced using drop-

casting technique will also have uniform thickness across the coating region with no 

observable coffee ring effect [9].   
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4.3.1 Drying Mechanism and Creation of Wrinkle 

The suppression of coffee ring effect in GO drop-casting occurs during the drying 

phase of the drop-casting. Similar to spherical shape solutes, the ellipsoid (in this case, 

asymmetric GO flakes) suspended in its solution will be carried towards the air-solution 

interface by the same outward capillary flow. However, a strong, long range inter-particle 

capillary interaction occurred between ellipsoids and leads to the formation of loosely 

packed quasi-statics or arrested structures in the air-solution interface. It is worth noting 

that the magnitude of interaction between ellipsoids is two orders stronger than spherical 

particles at the interface. Relatively large energy is required to break up these clusters of 

ellipsoids particles. This interaction between ellipsoids significantly reduces their 

mobility within the solution droplet and prevents the ellipsoids from reaching the droplet 

edge and eventually stops the coffee ring effect. As a result, the drying edge or the area 

of solution droplet reduces progressively during the drying process as shown in Figure 

4.11.  

 

Figure 4.12 shows the drying of a drop-casted GO solution over time. It can be 

seen that once the solution drop was applied, the edge of the droplet was formed (as 

shown in Figure 4.12a). As water in the solution evaporates, it carries with the GO flakes 

towards the air-solution interface, causing accumulation of GO flakes and subsequent 

formation of GOF at the interface. As the droplet edge was pinned at the instants it was 

drop-casted, the droplet takes the form of a spherical cap. The area of this spherical cap 

is larger than the area covered by the droplet. When the drying process is completed, the 

formed GOF will collapse onto its base and form wrinkles as shown in Figure 4.12f. 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagrams of a) ellipsoid particle solvent drying process, b) the 

solvent evaporating process, and c) the distribution of the ellipsoid lamellar cluster 

within the droplet during evaporation. [9] 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Image capture of GO solution drying. 

 

4.3.2 Drop-Casting and Surface Morphology 

To begin the drop-casting work, we simply fix the GO concentration to study the 

effect of volume on the GOF properties. It was found that the coating size increases with 

the volume of solution used, but the thickness remained about the same as shown in 

Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. The repeatability of coating diameter is not easy to control. 

For example, a 1 µl drop volume will produce a coating diameter of about 1.8 mm with 

a standard deviation of 0.15 mm, measured by taking the average of 50 drop-casted GOF. 

Note that in Figure 4.14, there is a difference in volumetric points interval at 100 µl. This 

change in volumetric intervals is due to the change of micropipette for different volume 

range. Hence, both pipette might not be calibrated accordingly. Besides, it was found that 

the substrate surface condition also effects the coating size. For example, if fuse silica 
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was used instead of plastic film, the coated diameter for 1 µl is about ~6 mm which is 3.3 

times larger than on plastic film. The difference is related to surface tension between the 

GO solution and the substrate. This difference causes differences in contact angle. Larger 

contact angle will produce smaller droplet size and vice versa. 

 

Figure 4.13: Image capture of drop-casted GO with various drop-casted volume. 
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Figure 4.14: Coating diameter against drop-casted volume. 

 

The effect of GO solution concentration on GOF coating was also studied. The 

GO solution concentration was varied from 12 µg/µl to 0.5 µg/µl. The image of coated 

GOF with different concentration is shown in Figure 4.15. It can be seen that the 

transmission of GOF coated using higher solution concentration is lower. This is probably 

due to the increase in GO layers for GOF coated using high solution concentration.  Figure 

4.16 shows the average height of GOF produced using 1 drop of GO solution with 

different solution concentrations. The GOF thickness increases with increasing solution 

concentration. A second observation is the increase in thickness error bar, which is caused 

by the thickness different caused by the formation of wrinkles on the GOF. Figure 4.17 

shows surface mapping of a GOF coated on SU-8 waveguides. Wrinkling on the GOF 

presents itself as lines with larger height on the film. 
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Figure 4.15: Image of drop-casted GOF with various GO concentrations (ranging from 

left 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12 µg/µl). 

 

 

Figure 4.16: Height achieved for different concentration per drop. 

 

 

Figure 4.17: Surface mapping of GOF coated on waveguides. 
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Figure 4.18 shows the height profile across the GOF diameter coated using GO 

solution with different solution concentration. For high concentration, the coating 

thickness is not uniform, spherical cap shape was observed with very thick coated height 

of about 2.1 µm at the centre for concentration 12 µg/µl. For a medium concentration of 

between 1 - 4 µg/µl, this region give the best uniform coated area with a suitable height 

gain of 0.15 µm to 0.5 µm per drop, while concentration below that that gives poor 

uniformity as well as slow height gain. Note that, regardless of solution concentration 

used, wrinkles was observed due to the drying mechanism.  

 

 

Figure 4.18: Height profile across the diameter of 4 selected concentrations (12, 8, 4, 

and 1.5 µg/µl). 

 

There are reports showing that by adding ethanol into the GO solution, the 

formation of wrinkles can be reduced. Addition of ethanol into the GO solution reduces 

its surface tension, which results in a decrease of contact angle of the solution drop and 

eventually leads to reduced wrinkling of the GOF. However, the smaller surface tension 

also results in a larger coated region (when the solution volume used is fixed). Besides, 

if significant amount of ethanol was added to the GO solution, the overall GOF surface 
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profile changed from a “hill” to “doughnut” shape as shown in Figure 4.19. Compared 

with dilution using only DI water, the “hill” profile become flat top. Hence, in terms of 

coating uniformity in the microscopic level and concentration stability (ethanol evaporate 

faster), dilution using water is preferable.  

 

 

Figure 4.19: Height profile of 3 selected concentrations (8.5, 7.2, and 6 µg/µl) diluted 

using ethanol from 12 µg/µl GO solution. 

 

Although smaller volume can be used to achieve smaller coating size, the trade-

off is a smaller coating thickness. In order to achieve thick coating, multiple-drop-

coasting technique was applied. However, multiple-drop-casting has its own drawback. 

As the droplet size is too small to be seen, there is difficulty in achieving good 

overlapping between subsequent drop-cast layers due to positioning inaccuracy during 

the droplet application process. In practice, a droplet was left to dry under room condition 

before the next droplet was applied onto the same area. As the film growed thicker after 

multiple-drop-casting, transparency of the GOF decreased as shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 

4.20 shows the GOF height for various numbers of droplet application and different GO 
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concentrations. It was observed that the GOF height increased linearly with the number 

of droplet solutions applied during multiple-drop-casting process.  

  

In conclusion, with good control of GO solution concentration, volume and 

number of drop-casting, uniform GOF with variable thickness and drop-casted region can 

be obtained.  

 

 

Figure 4.20: Height gain for different number of drops. 
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CHAPTER 5: GRAPHENE OXIDE WAVEGUIDES POLARISER: 

MOTIVATION 

Polarisation control is one of the essential functions required in the realization of 

Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) [1]. In addition, polarisation control is also required 

in optical fibre communication systems that exploit polarisation diversity to increase 

capacity [2]. Most high index-contrast optical waveguides currently used as platforms for 

PIC fabrication exhibit intrinsic birefringence, which limits the sensitivity and coherence, 

as well as the bandwidth, of the functional circuits required in applications such as optical 

sensing and optical signal processing [1, 3]. Devices may be needed to control the 

polarisation state of light propagating in these circuits, either actively or passively. Two 

approaches have been proposed and demonstrated in an effort to alleviate these 

limitations. The first is to control the birefringence of the waveguide structure, either by 

making it birefringence-free or by using polarisation compensation mechanisms [3-5] – 

while the second approach is to place an integrated polariser at the input of the PIC, in 

order to allow only one state of polarised light to propagate in the circuit [6-8].  

 

The principal of integrated polariser is to make one polarisation mode “lossier” 

than the other, either by leakage or absorption loss, thereby achieving a large difference 

in propagation loss between two orthogonally polarised modes. As a consequence, a large 

extinction ratio – defined as the ratio of the power in the desired polarisation to the power 

in the undesired polarisation – can be achieved. Previous approach has used the strong 

polarisation dependence propagation of plasmonic modes in metal-dielectric waveguides 

to suppress one of the polarisations [9]. High extinction ratio between orthogonally 

polarised modes can be achieved using metal-cladding based integrated waveguide 

polarisers. However, the effect is wavelength dependent, requires complex structures and 
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the incorporation of resonant buffer layers in order to produce the broadband polarisation 

response, thus increasing the complexity of PIC fabrication.  

 

In recent years, Graphene has attracted much attention in photonics applications 

due to its exceptional electronic transport and related optical properties. The conductance 

of Graphene is defined by the fine structure constant and is independent of frequency over 

a wide range. Bao et. al. have demonstrated a broadband fibre polariser by replacing the 

metal thin film in the polarising waveguide with a Graphene layer [10]. Later, Kim et. al. 

demonstrated a planar waveguide using Graphene core waveguides [11] and subsequently 

the polarisation-dependent coupling of plasmonic modes at the waveguide-Graphene 

interface of polymer waveguides [12]. These results represent promising successes 

towards the realization of PIC devices and show that Graphene photonics plays an 

important role in optical waveguide device technology.  

 

Coincidentally, it has recently been shown that GOF typically exhibits a strongly 

anisotropic complex dielectric function [13]. This property was demonstrated in FET-type 

electronic devices. At optical frequencies, such dielectric anisotropy may be expected to 

lead to differences in the propagation loss for different polarisation states, which can be 

used to provide the function of polarisation selection in an optical waveguide. It is 

therefore logical for these properties of GOF to be explored for applications such as 

waveguide polarisers. It is worth noting that this work has been published in Optic Express 

[14].  
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5.1 Graphene Oxide Waveguide Polariser (GOWP)  

5.1.1 Fabrication and Optical Characterization Setup 

GOWP uses the anisotropic complex dielectric function of GOF to induce high 

propagation loss to the TE-mode. The fabrication process is relatively easier than 

previously reported Graphene-based waveguide polariser. A 5 µm thick of SU-8 was spin 

coated and patterned using contact photolithography onto the CR-39 substrate to produce 

SU-8 channel waveguide. The details of sample cleaning, and spin coating process have 

been discussed in chapter 3. Before the SU-8 channel was covered with NOA 

overcladding, a controlled volume of GO solution was drop-casted onto the channel and 

allowed to dry under ambient condition to form GOF. GOF with various thicknesses was 

coated onto the SU-8 waveguide using GO solution with different solution concentration 

and by applying additional number of solution drops. All GOWP chip has a similar length 

of about 0.9 ± 0.05 cm after dicing and polishing as shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1: Image capture of GOWP chip. 

 

The characterization setup for GOWP is shown in Figure 5.2. The fibre output 

from Tunable Light Source (TLS) was connected to a Polarisation Controller (PC) to 

control the light polarisation state in the fibre before it was launched into the GOWP. The 

output of the GOWP was coupled out to free space (its optical path shown as dotted line 
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in Figure 5.2a) via an objective lens to a polarimeter to measure its polarisation state. The 

transmitted power of a particular polarisation state was measured by coupling the GOWP 

output to an output fibre which was in turn connected to an optical power meter as shown 

in Figure 5.2b.  

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 5.2: Characterization setup for GOWP. a) Polarimeter measurement and b) 

insertion loss measurement. 

 

5.1.2 Results and Discussion  

Figure 5.3 shows the polar plot of the GOWP measured using 1550 nm laser 

source. The GOF was oriented horizontal with reference to the polar plot. It can be seen 

that light with polarisation parallel to the GOF (TE-polarised) experienced a very high 
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insertion loss of more than 40 dB, while the insertion loss of orthogonal polarisation mode 

(TM-polarised) was ~10dB. This translates into an extinction ratio of more than 30 dB. 

To visualise the propagation of both polarised modes in the GOF, 650 nm visible laser 

source was coupled into the GOWP and a long working distance microscope was used to 

image the GOWP in the light propagation direction. The micrographs were shown in 

Figure 5.4. When TM-polarised light was coupled into the GOWP, scattering of light 

from the GOF covered waveguide section was observed. The scattered light from the 

waveguide was not uniform along the waveguide length due to the existence of wrinkles 

on the GOF. The polarisation state of the scattered light was analysed by placing a free 

space polariser between the GOWP and the microscope, and was found to be in the p-

polarisation state (i.e. parallel to the plane of incident – the plane defined by the 

waveguide axis and the direction of the microscope observation). However, when TE-

polarised light was coupled into the GOWP, no scattering was observed. This 

observations indicated that the TM–polarised light was coupled into and propagate 

partially in the GOF with relatively small propagation loss while TE-polarised light 

experienced a much larger propagation loss in GOF.  

 

 

Figure 5.3: Polar plot of GOWP. 
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Figure 5.4: Top view of GOWP with TM- and TE-polarised light propagating through 

the waveguide. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the insertion loss of both TE- and TM-mode of the GOWP with 

different thickness of GOF. It was observed that the highest extinction ratio was achieved 

with a GOF thickness of about 2 µm. The polarisation performance of this sample (with 

the highest extinction ratio) was then investigated at different wavelengths to assess its 

broadband response. The result was shown in Figure 5.6. The GOWP showed the highest 

extinction ratio of 40 dB at 1590 nm, which then gradually decreased to about 8.5 dB at 

650 nm. The lower extinction ratio at shorter wavelengths is believed to be a result of the 

excitation of higher order modes at shorter wavelength and the reduced coupling of these 

modes into the GOF. Although precaution steps have been taken to ensure only 

fundamental mode propagation in the GOWP, towards the shorter wavelengths, 

excitation of higher order modes was inevitable and led to reduced coupling between 

polymer waveguide and GOF. The decrease in extinction ratio may also be due to 

decreased conductivity of GOF, which will be discussed in following section. 
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Figure 5.5: Insertion loss of TE- and TM-polarised light of GOWP coated with different 

film thickness at 1550 nm. The solid line is the simulation results. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Broadband response of GOWP. The solid line is the simulation fitting result. 
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5.1.3 Simulation Model 

5.1.3.1 Simulation Model Setup 

 Based on the observations above, wave propagation in the GOWP was modelled 

to provide a better understanding of the polarising effect. Intuitively, TM- and TE-

polarised light propagating in the GOWP should encounter similar absorption as the GOF 

was expected to be in contact with the top surface as well as the sidewalls of the channel 

waveguide. In this case, TE-polarised light which is also oriented parallel to the GOF on 

top of the channel and perpendicular to the GOF at the sides of the channel. The opposite 

applies to TM-polarised light, where it was oriented perpendicular to the GOF on top of 

the channel and parallel to the GOF at the sides of the channel. In the GOWP, however, 

the difference in propagation loss between the two orthogonal modes is very large. A look 

at how the GOF was coated onto the channel waveguide explained this observation. 

Figure 5.7 shows FESEM images of the GOF coated channel waveguide. From Figure 

5.7a, it can be seen that the GOF coating on the SU-8 waveguide was wedge-shaped 

instead of following the rectangular shape of the waveguide.  A closer look at the edge of 

the GOF coating on the waveguide reveals the existence of air gaps at both sides of the 

channel sidewall, as shown in Figure 5.7b-c. These air gaps prevent the channel side wall 

to be in physical contact with the GOF. The air gap was created during the drying phase 

of the GO drop-casting process. As mentioned in chapter 4, after a drop of GO solution 

was drop-casted onto a surface, GO flakes will be drawn towards the air – water boundary 

to form a “blanket-like” GOF. The GOF will eventually collapse onto the surface at the 

end of the second drying stage. When there exist a “protruding” structure on the surface 

(in this case the channel waveguide), air gaps will be created between the GOF and the 

structure sidewall as the GOF collapse onto the surface. To verify this observation, GOF 

from a GOWP sample with overcladding was removed using sheer force  and the surface 

morphology of the GOF formerly attached to the SU-8 waveguide channel was observed 
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using FESEM. The image is shown in Figure 5.7d. The indentation at the centre of Figure 

5.7d was imprinted by the SU-8 waveguide. It can be seen that the sidewall of the 

indentation is not at right angle but was a slope. As the SU-8 waveguide sidewall angle 

was close to 90°, the slope indicates the existence of a void between the SU-8 waveguide 

sidewall and the neighbouring GOF coating. It was also observed that the air gap formed 

was consistent along the coating length provided the coating conditions are identical.    

 

  

a )     b ) 

  

c )     d ) 

Figure 5.7: FESEM micrograph of GOWP. a) Top view at the middle of GOWP, b) top 

view at the edge of GOF, c) higher magnification on the channel side wall, an air void 

was observed, and d) GOF internal surface morphology that was attached to the 

waveguide surface. 

 

 Using the information obtained, the simulation model was created as shown in 

Figure 5.8. By using Comsol, both real and complex dielectric functions of the waveguide 

effective modes with various GOF thickness were simulated. Air has a refractive index 

of 1.000, while the refractive indices of CR-39, SU-8, and NOA65 were obtained using 
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Prism Coupling measurement to be 1.486, 1.569 and 1.520 respectively, at 1550 nm. To 

simplify the model, all 4 materials above were assumed to be lossless, where the 

imaginary part of their refractive index were assumed to be zero. However, it is difficult 

to measure the optical properties of the GOF for both TM- and TE-mode. To date, there 

are no literatures reporting on the GOF optical properties at our frequency of interest. 

Therefore, assumptions were made on these values as follow. The best fitted real part of 

the refractive index was assumed to be 2, which corresponds to 4 for the real part of the 

dielectric function. This assumption is in reasonable conformity with the value given by 

Vaupel and Stoble [15] and is an intermediate value by comparison with refractive index 

value that would be obtained from the low-frequency value for the dielectric function 

given by Loh [16].  

 

Figure 5.8: Simulation model of cross-section of the GOWP. 

 

 The imaginary part of the refractive index – which is related to conductivity, is 

dependent on the optical electric field component. For incident electric field 

perpendicular to the GO layers, the GOF is assumed to be perfect dielectric. However, 

for incident electric field parallel to the GO layers, high conductivity value should be 

used because the electrons in each GO flakes are being excited. Since GOF are made from 
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stacking of few hundred layers of GO at sub-wavelength scale, effective or average 

medium approach is appropriate to be applied in this case. The conductivity of pure 

Graphene derived from Kubo expression is about 1.8 x 105 S.m-1. With doping, like in 

GO, this conductivity should be lower as predicted by Peres [17] as shown in Figure 5.9. 

It would not be surprising that for bandgap tuning of upto 2 eV via chemical doping, the 

conductivity will drop to only 10% of its initial value at the wavelength of 1550 nm (6500 

cm-1). The value of σ = 2700 S.m-1 was chosen, which best fits the experimental results. 

This value implied that the absorption coefficient for TE-polarised light is very significant. 

The chosen value is slightly larger than the DC or low frequency value given by 

Stankovich (2420 S.m-1) [18], Si (1250 S.m-1) and Pantazopoulou (1670 S.m-1) [19] (in 

her simulation presentation slide in which derived from [20, 21]), but smaller than the 

value (9000 S.m-1) given by Hong [22] at THZ frequency.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Effect of doping (µ) on conductivity of Graphene at infrared frequency. [17] 

 

 Another assumption made in the simulation was that the GOF was uniformly 

coated along the waveguide length. It is worth noting that the value used in the simulation 

length is obtained from experimental results, taken from the average of several drop-
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casted lengths, which is about 1.2 mm. This assumption simplified the model and enabled 

the insertion loss of the both TM- and TE-mode can be estimated using Beer-Lambert 

law, 

I = Io exp (-4 π.nrαz/λ) ….      Eqn 5.1 

where α = absorption coefficient and nr = real refractive index, λ = wavelength, and z = 

coating length.  

 

5.1.3.2 Fitting of Simulation Model 

 The simulation result, using to the above model and refractive index of 2 and 

conductivity of 2700 Sm-1 for GOF, was shown in Figure 5.10. The GOF itself can be 

seen as another waveguide core which can support different number of modes with 

different thickness. It was observed that maximum TE-mode absorption occurred at the 

same GOF thickness of 0.2 µm, 0.8 µm, ~1.3 µm and so on. The first absorption peak is 

due to plasmonic effect while other peaks correspond to the guided modes in GOF. For 

example, absorption peak at 0.8 µm is due to fundamental guided mode, 1.4 µm 

corresponds to 1st order guided mode in the GOF and so on. Figure 5.11 shows the cross 

section electric field distribution of the GOWP with 2 µm thick GOF. The model showed 

that both modes are coupled and guided by the GOF. A relatively high damping was 

experience by the TE–mode, which led to a high polarisation extinction ratio in the 

GOWP.  
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Figure 5.10: Simulation model of GOWP for both TE- and TM-mode propagating loss 

and their different (extinction ratio).
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      a ) 

 

       b )            c ) 

Figure 5.11: Simulation model of Electric field component distribution of a) both TE– 

and TM–mode across the channel axis and b) Ex plot of TE-mode, c) Ey plot of TM-

mode at the channel cross section for GOF of 2 µm. 

 

 The effect of mode coupling in GOF due to changes of refractive index, 

conductivity and GOF thickness was then studied. It can be seen from Figure 5.11 that 

the absorption profile for both TM– and TE–mode is similar, but with different absorption 

strength (TE-mode experienced significantly larger absorption). Therefore, only TE-

mode coupling in the GOF was discussed. Figure 5.12 shows the effect of GOF 

conductivity - ranging from 1500 to 10,000 Sm-1 - on TE-mode absorption, with the 

refractive index fixed at 2. It was observed that maximum TE-mode absorption occurred 
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at the same GOF thickness regardless of GOF conductivity. The absorption strength of 

higher order guided modes are smaller compared to the fundamental guided mode due to 

smaller energy confinement inside the GOF for higher order modes. Figure 5.13 shows 

the change in TE–mode absorption with different GOF thickness when the refractive 

index of GOF was set at 1.9, 2.0 and 2.1. For higher refractive index, the position where 

maximum absorption occurred shifted towards larger GOF thickness, accompanied by 

increasing peak-to-peak spacing. This shift is due to changes to the overall effective 

waveguide mode.  

 

 

Figure 5.12: Effect of conductivity of GOF on TE–mode absorption. 
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Figure 5.13: Effect of refractive index of GOF on TE–mode absorption. 

 

 Using information obtained from the simulation model in Figure 5.10, we 

repeated the experiment with careful control on the GOF thickness and the best fit results 

was shown in Figure 5.14. The best fitting parameter of GOF properties were refractive 

index of 2 and conductivity of < 2700 Sm-1. Note that the simulation results showed larger 

polarisation extinction ratio of more than 100 dB for the fundamental guided mode. 

However, the experimental results were limited by the launch power of the laser source 

(~ 0 dBm) and the sensitivity of the optical power meter used (~ -50 dBm) which limit 

the maximum measurable extinction ratio to less than 50 dB. In addition, assumptions 

made in the simulation such as uniform GOF coating also result in a larger TE-mode 

absorption loss.   Univ
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Figure 5.14: Simulation and experimental result of extinction ratio. 

 

 To study the wavelength dependency of the GOWP, we make assumption of 

conductivity dependent in GOF according to [23]  

σw = 
� ��

��
 σ   Eqn 5.2 

where μ = doping level of the GOF, h = Plank constant and w = angular frequency. With 

this wavelength dependent coefficient, the imaginary part of the GOF refractive index 

was simulated and is shown in Figure 5.15. Given a fix GOWP cross section with fix 

GOF thickness, higher order modes will be supported for lower wavelength. For example, 

the nth mode occurred at 1600 nm, then the (n+1)th mode occurred at ~1200 nm and so 

on. The wavelength in between these two modes will undergo mode expansion of nth 

mode throughout the GOF and mode conversion to (n+1)th mode. Therefore, it will 

encounter lesser energy confinement and hence lesser optical absorption. Besides, the 

energy confinement for higher order mode is smaller at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, 

the optical absorption of longer wavelengths is, in general, higher. However, the 

simulation result did not show a “linear trend” as in the experimental results as shown in 

Figure 5.6. This is because during the simulation, the assumption of uniform GOF coating 

was made. In fact, the surface morphology of the GOF showed a flat-top profile, followed 
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by tapering in thickness towards the edge, as discussed in section 4.2.2. Hence, the actual 

mode conversion observed will not be as sharp as in the simulation results. By taking the 

average of the simulation results, the simulation model shows good agreement with the 

experimental results. 

 

Figure 5.15: Simulation of wavelength dependent imaginary refractive index of the 

GOWP for both TE- and TM-mode. 

 

5.1.3.3 Effect of Waveguide Dimension 

To study the effect of waveguide dimension on the GOWP performance, the 

waveguide width was varied between 5 µm and 15 µm. It was observed that the 

polarisation extinction ratio of the GOWP is insensitive to waveguide width variation 

within this range. With these index contrast and waveguide dimensions, the waveguide 

can support a number of higher order modes. However, as the GOWP was constructed by 

a straight channel with a length of less than 5 mm, excitation of higher order modes in 

the GOWP can be avoided by careful alignment between the input fibre and the GOWP. 

Excitation of higher order mode is believed to have a large effect on the TE-mode 

absorption as the energy distribution is pushed outward from the centre of the waveguide 

core.  
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Simulation has been carried out and in order for waveguide to operate in single 

mode, waveguide dimension of less than 3.5 µm in width and height are required. GOWP 

that with these dimensions was also successfully fabricated and characterised. However, 

high insertion loss of ~15 dB was observed. The high insertion loss is due to Numerical 

Aperture (NA) and Mode Field Diameter (MFD) mismatch between the GOWP and 

SMF-28 fibres. With a launch power of 0 dBm, and sensitivity of power meter about -50 

dBm, only 50 dB of dynamic range was available for measurement. If the insertion loss 

is larger than 10 dB, GOWP that has an extinction ratio higher than 30 dB cannot be 

measured accurately using the current setup.  

 

Two approaches were considered to improve the measurement dynamic range. 

The first approach was to increase the launch power either by using a higher power optical 

source or by amplifying power of the current laser source using an Erbium-Doped Fibre 

Amplifier (EDFA). However, higher power laser source with high Signal-To-Noise (SNR) 

ratio was not readily available (current laser source has a SNR of 45 dB). On the other 

hand, amplification of the launch power with EDFA can push up the total power to about 

10 dBm. In this case, the configuration of the input source (the arrangement of EDFA 

amplifier and PC) is important. If configured in Figure 5.16a, the polarisation extinction 

ratio of the EDFA output will reduced because other unwanted polarisation modes were 

being amplified as well. For example, extinction ratio of a tested GOWP dropped from 

35 dB - without amplification, to 8 dB when an amplified input source was used. On the 

other hand, when configured as in Figure 5.16b, only 1 polarisation mode will be 

amplified. However, the SNR remained about the same as in TLS light source after 

amplification as shown in Figure 5.17. In other words, the background noise gets 
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amplified as well, hence SNR remained the same and this limited the polarisation 

extinction ratio.  

 

Figure 5.16: Configuration of light source amplification by EDFA. 

 

Figure 5.17: EDFA amplification of TLS signal. A 10 dB fix attenuator was placed 

between the EDFA output and OSA to prevent damage to the OSA. 

 

The second approach was to reduce the coupling loss of the GOWP by matching 

its NA and MFD using high NA fibre (UHNA 4 with NA of 0.35). This method has 

successfully reduces the coupling loss by about 12 dB as discussed in chapter 3. When 

applied on to the small core single mode GOWP, comparable extinction ratio to larger 

core (5 x 5 µm) GOWP was obtained. Therefore, the production of low insertion loss 

single mode GOWP is feasible, which in turn enables the incorporation of GOWP into an 

integrated optical circuit other than just a straight channel waveguide. 
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5.2 Conclusion and Future Work 

A broadband GOWP with high extinction ratio has been demonstrated using a 

polymer waveguide coated with GOF using drop-casting method. The polarisation effect 

of the GOWP has been shown to be a result of the anisotropic complex dielectric function 

of GOF. The extinction ratio of the GOWP was dependent on the GOF thickness. A 

maximum extinction ratio of 40 dB has been achieved at a wavelength of 1590 nm with 

only ~1.3 mm of GOF coating length along the propagation direction.  

 

 In addition to the current work, it is interesting to fabricate a TE–pass GOWP as 

a compliment to the current study. It is possible that the principle applied in metal clad 

waveguides polariser [24, 25] can also be applied in the case of GOWP. According to 

these references, a thin buffer layer was added between the polarising element (metal-

clad) and the waveguide core. By precise control of the buffer thickness, the operation 

mode of the polariser can be switched from TM-pass to TE-pass.   
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CHAPTER 6: GRAPHENE OXIDE BASED OPTICAL HUMIDITY 

AND WATER SENSOR: MOTIVATION 

Many studies of the use of Graphene Oxide (GO) or Graphene Oxide Film (GOF) 

as sensing element in water sensor, humidity sensor [1-7], and gas sensor [8-13] have 

been reported. The operating principle of these sensors is to measure the conductivity (or 

more precisely, the capacitance) of the GO or GOF with or without the presence of the 

stimulus at DC or low AC frequency (up to few KHz). As Graphene-based materials 

possess broadband response due to their characteristic bandgap properties, it is interesting 

to study the optical sensing capability of GOF, specifically in the 1550 nm. The objective 

is to combine the advantages of GOF with the advantages of fibre optic system for sensing 

applications. As reported in [1-3, 14-16], GO or GOF based sensors have shown ultra-

sensitivity (detection at single molecule level demonstrated by Schedin) and ultrafast 

(~30 ms response and recovery time demonstrated by Borini) capability. On the other 

hand, fibre optic sensing has the ability of long distance monitoring in remote area such 

as underground, under-water piping networks and fibre optic cable networks [17-19]. 

Hence the fusion of GOF and fibre optic is expected to provide ultrasensitive, real-time, 

and long distance remote sensing. In this work, the design of GOWP discussed in chapter 

5 was adopted as sensor for water and humidity. To facilitate interaction between the 

GOF and the environment, the GOF coated on the SU-8 optical waveguide was not 

covered with overcladding. In the presence of water or water molecules, the conductivity 

of the GOF is expected to change and the TE-absorption will change correspondingly. 

This change was then measured as a change in transmitted power of the GOWP. The 

structure of this chapter begins with the literature review of the anomalous properties of 

GOF in the presence of water and to the change in humidity, followed by the performance 

of GOWP as sensing element for these stimulus.  
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6.1 Anomalous Unimpeded Water Permeation Through Graphene 

Oxide Membrane  

A number of terms are used to describe Graphene Oxide film with micrometre 

thickness, most notably Graphene Oxide membrane and Graphene Oxide Paper (GOP). 

They showed similar chemical, physical and optical characteristics with the difference 

being the manner that they are formed. GO membrane is coated on a flexi membrane. On 

the other hand, GOP is a free standing paper-like GO film. As Graphene Oxide films used 

in this work were coated onto a surface, the term Graphene Oxide film (GOF) will be 

used.    

 

In 2012, Nair et al. demonstrated the peculiar characteristic of the GO membrane 

with strong filtration of even the smallest gas atoms/molecule such as helium and 

hydrogen but exceptionally high permeation of water vapour [20]. The permeation rate 

of water vapour through a 10 µm thick GO membrane is equal to an open aperture 

(without GO membrane) at 100% RH but dropped exponentially as the relative humidity 

reduces. For very thin GO membrane that has only about ten GO layers or in very humid 

condition, liquids such as IPA, ethanol, and methanol can permeate through the GO 

membrane. However, thick GO membrane or GOP in dry condition is impermeable for 

both liquid and gas molecules other than water, including alcohol. Nair et al. explained 

that this anomalous water permeation in GO membrane is related to the GO structure.  

 

GO membrane consists of thousands of layers of orderly stacked GO sheets. The 

GO sheets or flakes would typically have a size of several nanometres. In between two 

pristine-Graphene sheets, there are pristine and oxidized regions as shown in Figure 6.1. 

The ‘Oxidized’ regions play a role of absorbing water through strong hydrogen bondings 

[21]. This absorbed water molecules act as spacers that keep neighbouring Graphene 
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planes between 7 to 10 Å apart, depending on the amount of water absorbed (“dry” GO 

membrane has a spacing of 6 Å). With this spacing between two GO sheets, other 

unbounded water molecules can form a 2-Dimensional network between hydrophobic 

pristine-Graphene sheets. These monolayer water molecules are expected to have high 

mobility similar to water formed in small-diameter carbon nanotubes. As a result, in a 

GO membrane saturated with water, water molecules are able to slide between two GO 

sheets and eventually permeate through the entire thickness of the GO membrane. It is 

worth noting that the permeation rate of water molecules between two GO sheets is 

different in different areas of the GO membrane. Due to hydrogen bonding and a narrower 

space available for diffusion, water is expected to be less mobile within the oxidized 

regions that are randomly covered with epoxide, hydroxyl, etc. In the absence of water 

molecules in the GO membrane, the nanocapillaries become narrow in both oxidized and 

pristine regions. This narrowing of pristine-Graphene nanocapillaries results in the 

blocking of water transport as well as all other molecules including Helium gas [20]. 

Later, Danil [22] and Wei [23] both performed simulation of water transport in GO. 

Although there are some slight contradictions between their results, they generally 

support Nair’s initial model. The additional hypothesis made in their model is that the 

water molecules are sliding between two GO sheets in ice-like structure. Water in liquid 

phase is aggregated in cluster form, but becomes crystalline when it solidify into ice [24]. 

The term ice-like structure refers to the periodic arrangement of water molecules when 

sliding between two Graphene sheets, similar to a 2D ice sheet sliding between the GO 

sheets. According to their models, the arrangement of water molecules is slightly different 

for mono or bi-layers water transport as well as sliding direction as shown in Figure 6.2. 

The bonding between the water-water molecules are mainly hydrogen bond, but bonding 

between Graphene-water molecules is due to van der Walls interaction. This means that 

when water molecules enter the GO membrane, some of the hydrogen bonds will be 
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broken and bond with the smooth carbon atom surface via van der Walls interaction. As 

a results, water is able to slip in between two layers of GO sheets and it is expected that 

the slip length decreases as the solvents become more hydrophobic (non-polar solvent) 

[25, 26]. In additional, Wei pointed out that the oxygen-containing groups tend to cluster 

in GO and form patches of pristine and oxidized regions. Naturally, oxidized regions will 

most likely form at the edges of individual GO flakes and hence there exist a side-pining 

effect (due to hydrogen bonds) that reduced the enhancement of water permeation. The 

abnormal water permeation ability in GO membrane has been further explored for its 

application in salt filtration [27] and water desalination [28].  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Model of two GO sheet. 
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Figure 6.2: Transport mechanism of water molecules between two GO sheets. [22] a) 

Top view of optimised atomic structure of ice monolayer between the layers of 

Graphite. Oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon atoms are denoted by red, grey and green 

colour. The ice layer can slide along x-, y- and m-direction. b, c) Side view of ice 

mono- and bilayers along y (left) and along x (right) direction.  

 

6.2 Water Dependent Dielectric Properties of Graphene Oxide 

In the above section, fast water permeation in GOF was discussed. Incidentally, 

the presence of water molecules will alter the dielectric properties of GOF. FTIR studies 

showed that there exist a physical hydrogen bond between the physisorbed water 

molecules [21]. Absorption of water molecules by the Graphene or GO layers will break 

the lattice symmetry.  As the Graphene band structure is sensitive to lattice symmetry, an 

opening of bandgap may result [29]. Water molecules absorbed by GO may act as 

electron acceptor that will eventually cause hole doping in GO [30]. A larger bandgap in 

GO means the dielectric strength of GO is enhanced, resulting in an increase in resistivity. 

The increase in resistivity (in DC or low AC regime) of the GOF in the presence of water 
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molecules was reported in [3, 5, 29]. As a result the amount of water molecules absorbed 

by GOF has significant impact on its dielectric properties by altering it resistivity. In 

optical frequencies, higher resistivity translates into lower optical absorption, and hence 

allows a larger fraction of light to pass through the GOF.    

     

6.3 Graphene Oxide Based Optical Water Sensor: Motivation 

Underground or under-water pipe network [31, 32] and fibre optic cable network 

[33] is one of the largest infrastructure assets of industrial society nowadays. Installed in 

the 1980s or earlier, these high cost infrastructures are now suffering from aging effects 

that leads to water leaks. Real time monitoring allows immediate repair to be undertaken 

to prevent further damage that may lead to disaster. Due to the capability of long distance 

remote monitoring of fibre optic, various optical fibre-based water sensors have been 

developed. The sensing technique used include micro-strain [17, 18] and side-polished 

fibre [19]. The first technique is based on swelling of a suitable optical fibre coating 

material in the presence of water to induce micro-strain. However, the low water 

permeability of the “swelling material” results in slow response to the presence of water 

and it is also difficult for this material to restore back to its initial state [33]. On the other 

hand, although the side-polished fibre allow immediate response due to changes in 

boundary condition of the exposed waveguide core, adhesion of other pollutants in the 

exposed region will result in a change of the response characteristics which is usually 

irreversible. Although protective layer can be applied on the exposed region, but this will 

reduce the sensitivity as well as causes delay in sensing due to low water permeation.  

 

 As GOF allows fast water permeation and the change in amount of water content 

in the GOF will alter its optical properties, it was expected that the presence of water will 
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change the transmission characteristics of a GO-coated optical waveguide. As discussed 

in chapter 5, GOF exhibits strong anisotropic complex dielectric function. As a result, a 

GO-coated waveguide polarizer (GOWP) which induces high loss for TE-mode 

propagation while maintaining high TM-mode transmission was demonstrated [34, 35]. 

It was found that in the presence of water, this polarization selective capability of GOF 

was suppressed, and the proposed sensor will encounter an increase in optical power 

transmission. These behaviours of GOF formed the operating principle for the proposed 

water detection sensor.  

 

6.3.1 Water Sensor Design and Experimental Setup 

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.3. The 

waveguide design was slightly different from GOWP, where the GO-coated region of the 

optical waveguide was exposed to the surroundings. CR-39 was replaced by BCB on 

silicon substrate. The use of silicon as substrate material allowed the use of “cleaved and 

break” technique to produce optical quality edge sufficient for low loss fibre coupling 

after patterning of optical waveguide structures. Else, the use of CR-39 as substrate 

material will require dicing and polishing processes to prepare the samples for optical 

characterization, which will introduce pollutants from the resulting debris and coolant 

used onto the exposed waveguide and corresponding high insertion loss. The BCB 

undercladding layer had a thickness of 6.1 µm with a refractive index of 1.5538 measured 

at 1550 nm - using Sairon Technology SPA-4000 prism coupler. The samples were 

prepared into chips about 1 cm in length and their input and output were permanently 

bonded to SMF-28 fibres. 2 drops of 0.5 µl GO solutions with concentration of 4 µg/µl 

were then applied onto the polymer waveguides via drop-casting method. The samples 

were then allowed to dry in ambient condition for several hours. The average thickness 
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of the GOF was measured to be about 0.75 µm using Dektak D150 surface profiler. The 

GOF thickness value was selected based on mode field distribution simulation using 

Comsol that ensure high TE-mode absorption. For comparison, samples with GOF 

thickness of about 0.3 µm were fabricated and showed similar response but with much 

lower TE-mode absorption which agreed well with the simulation results. It is worth 

noting that the adhesion of GOF on the sample surface was very strong where it can only 

be removed by strong physical scratching. The polymer waveguide area that was not 

coated with GOF was coated with NOA-65 UV-sensitive resin to ensure that only the 

GOF region was exposed to the stimulus such as water.  

 

The optical polarization state supported by the waveguide sensor was measured 

using a polarimeter (Thorlabs PAX 5710). It was found that the transmission of TE-

polarized light is suppressed by the waveguide sensor by more than 30 dB with reference 

to TM-polarized light. Suppression of TE-mode is due to absorption of the electric field 

parallel to the GO layers in the GOF as discussed in the previous chapter. Throughout the 

optical measurement, the polarization of the incident light was set to be a TE-polarized 

using a Polarization Controller (PC). Extra care in the handling of the launch fibre was 

taken to ensure that the linear polarization state of the incident light was not scrambled 

by minor disturbance to the fibre. To simulate the presence of water, 1 µl of water droplet 

was applied onto the GOF using a micro-pipette and the change in transmission power of 

the sensor was recorded at 0.5 second intervals and the results was analysed. Visual 

observation of the GOF was done using a long working distance microscope (Nikon SMZ 

1000).  
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of GO-coated waveguide sensor and the experiment 

setup for water detection. 

 

6.3.2 Performance of Proposed Water Sensors 

The response of the proposed sensor when a 1 µl water droplet was applied onto 

the GOF is shown in Figure 6.4. When water was applied, the transmitted power of the 

sensor increased by 32 dB instantaneously, approaching its TM-polarized light power 

level. As the water droplet evaporated, the transmitted power reduced to its initial value 

before the application of water droplet at the ~12th minute. The increase of transmission 

power when water droplet was applied is due to the change in the GOF optical properties 

where the GOF no longer absorbs the TE-polarized light power. This phenomenon was 

verified by observing the polarization state of the transmitted light using the polarimeter. 

When the incident light was set to TE-mode using the PC, the polarimeter measured a 

low optical power with TM-polarized state. This is the small amount of the TM-polarized 

light not filtered by the PC due to its performance limitation. However, when water 

droplet was applied onto the GOF, the transmitted power increased and the polarization 

state measured from the polarimeter was strongly TE-polarized. Rotating the PC will only 

rotate the polarization state of the transmitted light with no significant variation in the 

transmission power as long as the water droplet was still covering the GOF.  
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Figure 6.4: The response (change in transmission power) of the proposed sensor to a 

drop of water. 

 

The suppression of TE-mode absorption by the GOF in the presence of water is 

still being studied. The possibility of the GOF being detached from the sample surface, 

particularly the top of the core waveguides, after the water droplet was applied was 

considered. The consistent lower power level after every test cycles also alleviated this 

possibility. Scrambling of the polarization state of light by the dipole moment of water 

within the GOF was also considered. However, this contradicts with the ice-like model 

discussed earlier and the polarization state of the waveguide output measured using 

polarimeter did not show random polarization – polarization state of the output was 

changed only when the PC was used to rotate the polarization state of the incident light. 

Hence, the most probable contributing factor is believed to be the change in dielectric 

properties of the GOF in the presence of water. Water permeated into the GOF will 

interact with the oxygen functional groups of individual GO layers [4, 21, 23]. This 

interaction will increase the GO layers bandgap and decrease its conductivity [3, 5, 29]. 

Henceforth, the propagation loss of the TE-polarized light in the GOF is reduced, 

resulting in the increase of the transmission of the TE-polarized light.  
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The significant change in transmission power (32 dB) of the waveguide sensor 

when only 1 µl of water droplet was applied on the GOF indicated that the sensor was 

sensitive to even smaller volume of water. To achieve a smaller fraction of water content 

with the same droplet volume, water-alcohol solution with different mixture ratio were 

used and the change in transmitted power over time were measured. The alcohol used 

was Iso-Proponol (IPA). Selected mixture ratio of water-alcohol solution (above 30 

vol. %) is plotted in Figure 6.5. When water-alcohol mixture solutions with water content 

of more than 30 volume % (vol. %) were applied on the GOF, the transmitted power 

remained low initially before increasing to the maximum achievable transmitted power 

(when pure water was applied). This was then followed by a decrease in transmitted 

power to its initial value when the mixture solution dried off the GOF. We believed the 

initially insignificant response from the sensor can be explained by the filtration 

characteristic of GOF where larger alcohol molecules were not able to permeate into the 

GOF. In addition, the amount of “free” water molecules in a water-alcohol mixture 

solution was smaller than the total water content because water tends to form ice-like 

structures around alcohol molecules [36-38]. Upon drying, IPA evaporates faster than 

water due to its higher partial pressure compared to water [39, 40]. As a result, increasing 

amount of water molecules were “freed” from the water-alcohol bonding and were able 

to permeate into the GOF, with the effect eventually became large enough to be measured. 

The time taken for the transmitted power to decrease to the initial value after the 

application of mixture solution droplet increased linearly from 47.5 seconds to 714 

seconds with increasing water content from 30 vol. % to 100 vol. % respectively, as 

shown in Figure 6.6. This relationship between water content in a fixed volume of water-

alcohol solution and its drying time can be used to measure water content of more than 

30 vol. % in a droplet volume of 1 µl. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 6.5: Performance of water sensor toward water-alcohol mixture a) above 30% 

and b) selected mixture. Univ
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Figure 6.6: The change in drying time measured by the proposed sensor toward various 

water-alcohol mixture solution with different water content was applied. 

 

This showed that the sensor has very high sensitivity to minute amount of water. 

The reproducibility of the sensor performance was tested by taking multiple 

measurements for each droplet solution mixtures over a period of more than one month 

and was found to be consistent over the test period. The large variation in the change in 

transmitted power will allow the development of high sensitivity water detection sensor.   

 

6.3.3 Conclusion 

An all-optical water detection sensor using GO as functional element was 

demonstrated. The sensor made use of the unique characteristics of GOF – the variable 

TE-polarized light transmission loss in the presence of water and its highly selective water 

permeability. When a water droplet was applied onto the GOF, water molecules permeate 

easily into the GO layers and reduce the TE-polarized light absorption, which leads to a 

significant increase in the transmitted optical power. A reduction in the transmission loss 

of more than 30 dB was obtained when a water droplet of 1 µL in volume was applied 

onto the GO-coated waveguide and the response was instantaneous. The strong adhesive 
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property and highly selective filtering characteristics of GOF allows it to act as a good 

protective layer to prevent contaminations of the waveguide core from physical pollutants 

while maintaining its fast response characteristic. The sensor can be used for long 

distance remote water detection.  

 

6.4 Graphene Oxide Based Optical Humidity Sensor: Motivation 

Extra demand for fast response and short recovery time other than the basic needs 

of high sensitivity and wide detection range humidity sensors are necessary to meet 

industry requirements. Consequently, research on humidity-sensitive nanomaterials such 

as silicon nanostructures, ceramic nanomaterials, semiconductor nanoparticles and metal 

oxide nanowire have attracted much attention due to its high surface to volume ratio [1, 

14]. Lately, monolayer or few layers Graphene followed by Graphene Oxide (GO) have 

received increasing attention due to their inherent electrical and mechanical properties, 

holding great potential for ultrasensitive sensor application [1, 2]. Schedin demonstrated 

that Graphene has single molecule detection sensitivity due to its low thermal noise 

properties [15]. On the other hand, GO has many oxygen functional groups bonded in its 

two-dimensional network of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a 

honeycomb structure. These functional groups include hydroxyl, epoxy and carboxylic 

acid  [1, 2]. The sp3 hybridized carbon atoms turn GO into an insulator by decreasing its 

conductivity, and enhances its hydrophilic properties [2, 3, 16]. Besides, oxygen 

functional groups in GO also allow fast water permeation within the GO layers as 

reported by Nair [20], which enables fast water molecules diffusion (in and out) of GO 

during humidity change. The motivation of this work is similar to section 6.3 above, 

where we further explored the use of GOF to detect humidity in optical frequency.  
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6.4.1 Humidity Sensor Design and Experimental Setup 

The GO based optical humidity sensors shared the same design as water detection 

sensor discussed in the previous section. Likewise with the experimental setup. A gas 

tube providing controlled humidity vapour was placed about 1 cm above the GO-coating 

on the waveguide (sensing region) as shown in Figure 6.8. Humid nitrogen gas was 

produced by bubbling pure nitrogen gas through water before flowing out from the gas 

tube. The response time of the sensor to humid air (~90% RH) was measured using a 

photodiode and a mechanical shutter was placed between the vapour source and the 

sensing region to control the exposure intervals. Measurement of the change in 

transmitted power to different relative humidity was carried out by placing the proposed 

sensor in a humidity control box as shown in Figure 6.8. Relative humidity in the box 

was controlled by mixing pure nitrogen gas and humid nitrogen gas with different flow 

rates before flowing into the box. Before each optical measurement, relative humidity of 

the gas flow or inside the humidity control box was measured using a hygrometer from 

Hanna Instruments, HI 8562. A long working distance optical microscope (Nikon 

SMZ1000) was used to monitor the sensing region during the experiment. The optical 

measurement setup was similar to section 6.3.1, the polarization of the incident light was 

set to be TE-polarized using a PC.  
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Figure 6.7: Schematic diagram of the proposed humidity sensor for fast response 

measurement. 

 
Figure 6.8: Schematic diagram of the proposed humidity sensor for humidity 

measurement. 

 

6.4.2 Performance of Optical Humidity Sensors 

Figure 6.9a shows the response of the sensor in ambient condition (~50% RH) to 

a breeze of humid nitrogen gas (100% RH) over time. The breeze was introduced directly 

onto the sensing region of the sensor, and sustained from the 6th to 9th second. The 

transmitted power increased instantaneously to its maximum (equivalent to the 

transmitted power of TM-polarized light). It remained at maximum for 6 seconds before 

returning to its initial minimum transmitted power level, starting at the 13th second till the 

14th second. Optical micrographs of the sensing region at different stages in Figure 6.9a 

are shown in Figure 6.9b to Figure 6.9g. Prior to the introduction of humid air (up to the 
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6th second), no water condensation was observed on both the GOF and the substrate, as 

shown in Figure 6.9b. When humid air was first introduced at approximately the 6th 

second, corresponding to the increase in transmitted power, small water droplets were 

formed on the substrate surface and a change in the GOF brightness contrast was observed 

(Figure 6.9c). This indicated fast water permeation into the GOF, which reduced the 

propagation loss of TE-polarised light induced by the GOF. Sustained humid air flow 

onto the sensor for a further 3 seconds created larger water droplets on the substrate 

surface (Figure 6.9d). A layer of water was also observable on the GOF but this did not 

affect the transmitted power. When the humid air flow was stopped, two drying stages 

were observed. The first drying stage involves the drying of water moisture droplets on 

the substrate and GOF surface (Figure 6.9e – 9th – 13th second). At this stage, water in the 

GOF still remained, indicated by the difference in brightness contrast of the GOF between 

Figure 6.9b and Figure 6.9e and the constant transmitted power of the proposed sensor. 

The second drying stage (13th to 14st second) involved the drying or reduction of water 

content in the GOF from the edge towards the centre of the film, observed as the 

restoration of brightness contrast from the edge towards the centre of the GOF (Figure 

6.9f and Figure 6.9g). This corresponded to the decrease of transmitted power to its initial 

value, and the GOF looked similar to Figure 6.9b after the 14th second. These observations 

showed that humid air can easily permeate into the GOF and results in a change of the 

transmitted power of the sensor. The experiment was repeated 5 times and the sensor 

showed a similar response. 
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Figure 6.9: a) Change in transmitted power over time when humid air was introduced 

onto the GOF, from the 6th second to 9th second, and corresponding optical micrographs 

of the GOF at the marked times: b) before humid air was introduced; c) the beginning of 

the flow of humid air at the 6th second; d) the end of the humid air flow; e) first drying 

stage of the GOF with water droplets on substrate; f)  second drying stage, where water 

droplets on substrate and GOF has evaporated; and g) final stage of drying where water 

content in the GOF recedes rapidly from the edge to the centre. 
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To study the response time of the sensor, the output of the sensor was connected 

to a photodiode and the transmitted power was observed using an oscilloscope, and the 

results are shown in Figure 6.10. Humid air flow onto the sensing region was controlled 

using a mechanical shutter with flow intervals of 5 seconds and a flow time of 1 second. 

The sensor exhibited a fast response to the presence and absence of humid air flow as 

shown in Figure 6.10a. The gradual increase in maximum transmitted power for 

subsequent breeze of humid air flow indicated that the GOF was not saturated with water 

during the first few breezes of humid air flow. When the flow interval was reduced to 

~0.67 seconds, the proposed sensor was still able to provide a distinction between the 

presence and absence of humid air flow, as shown in Figure 6.10b. Shorter flow intervals 

will result in the saturation of the GOF with water and the transmitted power of the sensor 

will eventually remain at the maximum after a few flow intervals. This is also verified by 

the visual inspection of the GOF using microscope.  
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 6.10: Changes in the normalized transmitted power when humid air (100% RH) 

was introduced onto the proposed sensor periodically at a) 5.0 seconds intervals and b) 

0.67 seconds intervals. 
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Figure 6.11 shows the transmitted power of the proposed sensor at different 

humidity levels. Basically, 2 characteristics were observed. For humidity level below 60% 

RH, the transmitted power of the sensor remained low and did not show any changes 

while a linear response was observed for humidity level between 60 to 100% RH with 

the transmitted power increased linearly from -42 dBm to 19 dBm respectively. Due to 

range limitation of the calibration hygrometer, relative humidity from 95% to 99% RH 

was not measured, while 100% RH was determined by the observation of water 

condensation on the surface of the sensing region. The response of the proposed sensor 

was calculated from the gradient of Figure 6.11 to be 0.553 dB/% RH in the humidity 

range between 60 to 100% RH.  

 

 

Figure 6.11: Linear response to humidity in the range of 60% RH to 100% RH. 

 

The polarization state of the transmitted light was measured when the sensor was 

exposed to a relative humidity of 100% RH and was TE-polarized, which was the same 

observation when water was directly applied onto the sensing region. The water saturated 

GOF seems to lose its polarization capability and became transparent to both TE- and 

TM-polarized light. There are reports showing that, at high relative humidity, water 
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molecules can easily permeate in and out of the GOF of up to 10 μm in thickness [20]. 

The permeated water molecules readily interact with the functional groups of the 

individual GO layer eventually change the dielectric properties of the GOF due to changes 

in energy bandgap, which was discussed earlier. Therefore, the propagation loss of the 

TE-polarized light in the GOF was reduced, resulting in the increase of the transmission 

of TE-polarized light. When the relative humidity surrounding the sensor was increased, 

the amount of water permeated into the GOF will increase in order to achieve equilibrium 

with the surrounding air. The result was the increase in transmitted power of the sensor 

with the increase of relative humidity. Below 60% RH (plotted as brown coloured points 

in Figure 6.11) the sensor showed a flat response, which indicates that water permeation 

into the GOF was not significant for relative humidity below 60% RH. This phenomenon 

is consistent with [20], where the increase of water permeation rate through GOF with 

increasing relative humidity only becomes significant at high relative humidity.     

 

6.4.3 Aging in Graphene Oxide 

When the reproducibility of the sensor was tested, an aging effect on its sensitivity 

to relative humidity was observed. Initially, the sensor began to response to relative 

humidity above 60% RH. However, the sensitivity decreased over time and the sensor 

only responded to higher relative humidity as shown in Figure 6.12. It was believed that 

the aging effect involved the reduction of the GOF hydrophilic characteristic and higher 

humidity level was required to initiate water permeation into the GOF and trigger the 

optical response.  
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Figure 6.12: The aging effect of the proposed sensor.  

 

To further investigate the reason behind this aging effect, multiple GOF with 

similar thickness were drop-casted on to a transparency sheet at different time. FTIR 

measurement was then carried out on the drop-casted films and the result is shown in 

Figure 6.13. The chemical bonding represented by each peak in the FTIR spectrum was 

discussed in section 4.1.3.4. Two interesting characteristic peaks were observed. Firstly, 

the broad peak between 3000 cm-1 to 3700 cm-1 was weakened over time. This peak 

corresponds to the stretching of hydroxyl in the presence of water, indicating a loss of 

hydroxyls and intercalated water between the GO layers. Secondly, the peak intensity of 

Carbonyls, C = O (highlighted in red box) was found to be deprived over time, which 

meant that the C = O that exist in the GO was being reduced to hydroxyl groups. Kim 

[41] stated that this is due to the natural meta-stability of multilayer GOF at room 

temperature. This structure deprivation of epoxide groups is driven by the availability of 

H+ species in the GOF. In a freshly drop-casted GOF, the excess H+ species were initially 

rich in epoxide and follow by hydroxyl groups to form water molecules which than 

evaporate out from the GOF. To quantify the significant loss of C = O bonds, the ratio of 

peak intensity between 1735 cm-1 to 1650cm-1 was plotted as shown in Figure 6.14. This 

ratio plot shows that the characteristic relaxation time of structure deprived of epoxide 
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groups was about 40 hour. It is worth nothing that the relaxation time of the GOF used in 

the current work was much faster compared to Kim which is about one month. This 

differences may be due to the difference in GO preparation process (different in 

Hummer’s method), and drying conditions of GOF (which was dependent on the substrate 

material used and ambient environment conditions during drop-casting).   

 

 The reduction of epoxide groups in GO can be related indirectly to its hydrophilic 

properties using observations in [42]. You et al. compared the properties GOF produced 

by GO solution synthesised using both Hummer’s and Brodie methods. Both GOFs 

reacted differently with water with different degree of hydrophilicity, corresponding to 

different interlayer spacing when they were completely immersed in water. When both 

GOFs were measured using FTIR, C = O bonding can only be found in GOF produced 

by GO solution synthesised using Hummer’s method, which caused the GOF to have a 

higher degree of hydration/solvation. Moreover, C-OH was less abundant in Hummer’s 

GOF compared to Brodie GOF, as Brodie GOF exhibited better ordering and thus better 

crystallinity. Hummer’s GOF has the capability to undergo osmotic swelling – insertion 

of more than one water monolayer at the same time; while Brodie GOF will undergo 

crystalline swelling - insertion of water by distinct monolayer steps. As a conclusion, You 

et al. pointed out that Hummer’s GOF has better hydrophilic properties than Brodie GOF 

due to the existent of C = O.  In the present work, the C = O bonding was reduced due to 

meta-stability phenomenon, hence the GO hydrophilic properties was expected to 

decrease and eventually lead to the aging effect in the humidity sensor. It is worth noting 

that the hydrophilic properties mentioned here refers to the ability of GOF to attract and 

absorbed water molecules from humid air. Hence, the performance of the GO based water 

sensor discussed in section 6.3.2, where liquid phase water molecules are directly applied 

on to the GOF, was not affected by the same aging effect.   
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Figure 6.13: FTIR characterization of GOF at different time (hour). 

 

 

Figure 6.14: FTIR ratio of peak intensity 1735 to 1650 of GOF at various time. 
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6.4.4 Conclusion 

The humidity sensing ability of a GO-coated optical waveguide has been studied. 

Optical transmission characteristic of the proposed sensor is found to be affected by the 

relative humidity of its surrounding. The increase in transmitted power at higher humidity 

is due to a change in the dielectric properties of the GOF where the conductivity of the 

GOF is reduced in the presence of water molecules. The proposed sensor exhibits fast 

response of less than 1 second to humid air breezes. In addition, it shows a good linear 

response of 0.553 dB/% RH in the humidity range from 60% to 100% RH. However, the 

sensor encounters a fast aging effect. FTIR characterization review that the aging effect 

is due to the deprivation of C = O in GOF which has significant impact on the GOF 

hydrophilic properties. We believe this deprivation can be prolonged by optimising the 

GO preparation method.   
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CHAPTER 7: GRAPHENE OXIDE BASED OPTICAL SWITCH: 

MOTIVATION 

Waveguide-based optical modulators and switches are essential devices in optical 

communications such as on chip optical signal processing, integrated optoelectronic 

circuit, network protection and as the fundamental building-blocks of optical logic gates 

[1-4]. The ability to achieve all-optical modulation has advantages in optical signal 

processing compared to electro-optic or acousto-optic modulation techniques. To date, 

many all-optical approaches have been reported, and these approaches have good 

modulation depth with high speed response [5-8], which are the two figure of merits for 

an optical modulator. Most, if not all modulators demonstrated have narrow operating 

bandwidth and require sophisticated design for broadband applications. An alternative 

approach towards broadband optical modulation is the use of materials possessing 

broadband response [9].  

Graphene Photonics has become an important research field due to the unique 

characteristics of Graphene which extends to the optical frequencies [10, 11]. Graphene 

based devices such as broadband polarisers and modulators have been developed [10, 12-

14]. The broadband frequency response of Graphene is a result of its universal fine 

structure constant in which its conductance is independent of frequency over a wide range 

[11-16]. Moreover, the strong light-Graphene interaction and high carrier mobility 

properties of Graphene are additional advantages for optical modulation applications [11-

16]. Besides, GO has significant capability of self-heating through optical phonon 

excitation [17-20] as discussed in section 4.3.4. Thermally heated GOF will undergo a 

de-oxygenation reaction [17, 21-23]. However, this effect is reversible when the heat is 

removed, especially in a closed (sealed) environment [21, 24]. During the de-oxygenation 
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reaction, a remarkable increase in film conductivity and eventually larger optical 

absorption is observed [25-27]. This reversible phonon reduction phenomenon is the 

basic block of the proposed optical inverted switch to be discussed in this chapter.   

 

The organization of this chapter begins with the discussion of optical switch 

design and fabrication. This is followed by optical characterization setup and 

performance characterization of the optical switch. Finally, an analysis on the 

performance of the proposed optical switch will be presented.  

  

7.1 Fabrication and Optical Characterization Setup 

 The design of the GO based optical waveguide switch is similar to the GO 

waveguide polarizer discussed in chapter 5. A 6 µm thick BCB layer was spin-coated 

onto a silicon substrate as undercladding. A 3 x 3 µm SU-8 core was fabricated onto the 

BCB layer using fabrication steps discussed in chapter 3. The GOF coating was done by 

drop-casting. A total of 2 drops of 1 µg/µL GO solution were used. The first GO solution 

drop were allowed to dry before the application of the second drop directly on top of the 

first drop. The GOF was allowed to dry at room temperature for another thirty minutes 

before it was covered using optical resin (NOA 68) as overcladding. The overcladding 

was applied not only onto the GOF region, but the entire channel waveguide to avoid 

exposure of the channel waveguide to the external environment.  

 

 The optical characterization of the GO based optical switch was more complex as 

shown in Figure 7.1. High numerical aperture fibres (UHNA-4) were used for butt-

coupling of light into the GO based waveguide switch. High numerical aperture fibres 

were used instead of ordinary SMF-28 fibre to minimise the coupling loss of the SU-8 
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waveguide as discussed in section 3.9. It is worth noting that a 3 x 3 µm SU-8 core size 

in this waveguides design can ensure single mode operation in the 1550 nm region. Two 

laser sources were used as control and signal. The control-laser was a Fabry-Perot laser 

diode operating at 1480 nm (Sumitomo SLA5600) while the signal-laser was a tunable 

laser source operating between  1530 - 1580 nm (LD - Santec ECL-210). A broadband 

1550 nm superluminescent diode source (SLD - Acterna OBS-15) was also used as the 

signal source to measure the response bandwidth of the GO-coated waveguide in the 1550 

nm wavelength band. Both control and signal sources were combined using a 1480/1550 

Wavelength Division Multiplexer (WDM) device, while a second WDM device with the 

same filtering characteristic was used to separate the two laser wavelengths at the output 

for convenience of analysis. Polarisation Controllers (PC) were placed between the laser 

sources and the input of the WDM in order to allow control over the polarisation state of 

both laser sources before they were coupled into the GO-coated waveguide. It is worth 

noting that the WDM device did not have any polarisation-dependent loss. The output 

power levels at both wavelengths were analysed using an Optical Power Meter (OPM - 

ILX Lightwave OMM-6810B), while the spectrum of the output was measured using an 

Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA - Yokogawa AQ6370). A Polarisation Analyser 

(Thorlabs PAN5710IR3) was used to analyse the polarisation state at both wavelengths 

and the modulation speed was measured using a fast photodetector (PD - Thorlabs DET-

36).  

 

 

Figure 7.1: Experimental setup for optical modulation measurement. 
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To measure the temperature of the GOF when light is injected, a second GO-

coated waveguide was fabricated with the GO-coated waveguide region left uncovered. 

A mini-hypodermic T-type thermocouple (HYP-0, Omega) was carefully placed at a 

distance of less than 1 mm from the GO-coated waveguide near the input end - and in 

physical contact with the GOF. A third optical waveguide without GO coating was also 

fabricated as a reference sample. 

 

7.2 Performance of Proposed Optical Switch 

Figure 7.2 shows the transmission characteristic of the 1550 nm Laser Diode (LD) 

output with TM-polarisation state through the GO-coated waveguide at different control-

source power levels. The LD output is highly polarised and hence control of its 

polarisation state was straightforward using a PC. The 1480 nm control-source was 

operated in a continuous-wave mode and was TE-polarised, which was highly absorbed 

by the GO-coated waveguide. The measurement wavelength range was limited to 1525 – 

1580 nm by the transmission window of the WDM used. It was observed that the 

attenuation of the LD spectrum increased as the control-source power level was increased. 

Attenuation of the LD spectrum was observed over the entire measured transmission 

spectrum from 1525 nm to 1580 nm, as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the 1550 nm 

signal was maintained, indicating a broadband response of the optical switch. When the 

reference sample (optical waveguide without GO coating) was tested, this effect was not 

observed. Instead, a small increase in power level was measured from the signal-source 

WDM output at high control-source power level due to the imperfection of the WDM 

filtering. To verify this effect, a broadband SLD with maximum power level at 1550 nm 

was used to replace the single wavelength LD in the same configuration (where the 

control source was launch in TE-mode and signal source launch in TM-mode). The result 

was shown in Figure 7.3 and similar phenomenon was observed. On the other hand, when 
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the polarisation of the control-source was changed from TE-mode to TM-mode, no 

suppression effect was observed. As TM-polarised light is less absorptive by the GOF, 

the two observations above indicate that the suppression effect is caused by the absorption 

of TE-polarised light by the GOF. In addition, when the polarisation of the signal-source 

was changed to TE-mode, the measured transmission was always low and the suppression 

effect, if any, was not observable.  

 

The switching performance of the optical switch was next examined. The SLD 

was replaced with the single wavelength 1550 nm LD to provide a signal-source with 

higher polarisation extinction ratio and power stability. Figure 7.4 shows the time-

dependent variation of the signal-source power level, measured using a photodiode. The 

control-source was modulated at three different frequencies, but at a fixed pulse duration 

of 100 µs, limited by the modulation bandwidth of the 1480 nm control-source laser diode. 

The control-source modulation starts at 0th second. It can be seen that the optical switch 

was able to respond to the set optical pulse at these frequencies. For modulation frequency 

of 1 kHz, the pulse-to-pulse modulation depth was stable and no significant change to the 

maximum and minimum power levels were observed. When a higher modulation 

frequencies (4 kHz and 5 kHz) were used, a drop in the maximum power level was 

observed over time, and this power drop resulted in progressively lower modulation depth 

before it stabilised after about 2 ms.  
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Figure 7.2: Broadband attenuation of the signal-source power by the GO optical switch 

at 1550 nm with different 1480 nm CW control-source power. Signal source was TM-

polarised while control-source was TE-polarised. 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Broadband attenuation of 1550 nm broadband signal-source power by the 

GO optical switch with different 1480 nm CW control-source power. 
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Figure 7.4: Modulation depth of the optical switch measured using a photodiode at 3 

different modulation frequencies with fixed pulse duration of 100 µs. The trace for 4 

kHz and 5 kHz was shifted up for ease of viewing. 

 

The modulation efficiency was further studied by modulating the control-source 

at different frequencies, power levels and pulse durations. Figure 7.5 shows the 

modulation efficiency of the proposed optical switch at low modulation frequency (50 

Hz) with the pulse duration varied over the range from 100 µs to 1000 µs. When 

modulated with short optical pulses, a slight increase in the modulation efficiency of the 

optical switch with control-source peak power was measured. The modulation efficiency 

was also relatively low, with a maximum efficiency of 15% when the control-source 

power level was set at 57 mW. As the pulse duration increased, so did the modulation 

efficiency. At the same time, the gradient of the modulation efficiency with the peak 

power level of the control-source also increased and saturated for pulse durations longer 

than 400 µs, though the overall modulation efficiency still increased with longer pulse 

duration. The optical switch shows a linear response to control-source power, indicating 

that the optical power suppression effect observed is not likely to be due to a non-linear 

effect in the GOF. 
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Figure 7.5: Modulation efficiency of the switch at various pulse durations, modulated at 

50 Hz. The dotted line was included for easy viewing. 

 

The performance of the optical switch was also studied at higher modulation rates. 

Figure 7.6 shows the modulation efficiency of the optical switch for modulation 

frequencies ranging from 0.5 kHz to 5 kHz, at a fixed duty cycle of 50%. The linear 

response of modulation efficiency to control-source power appears to be retained. 

However, while there is almost no difference in modulation efficiency for different 

modulation frequencies at low control-source power levels, modulation efficiency seems 

to be frequency dependent when higher control-source power were used. Lower 

modulation efficiency was observed for higher modulation frequency. This result led us 

to suspect that the suppression mechanism is caused by thermal effects in the multilayer 

GOF.  
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Figure 7.6: Modulation efficiency of the proposed switch for modulation frequency in 

the range from 0.5 kHz to 5 kHz with fixed 50% duty cycle. 

 

To verify the above hypothesis, the variation in the modulation efficiency of the 

optical switch with the Continuous Wave (CW) control-source power level was measured 

and the result is shown in Figure 7.7. A modulation efficiency of 72% (limited by the 

maximum control-source power level) has been achieved with 57 mW of control-source 

power and a 1 mW signal-source power level. It is worth noting that the modulation 

efficiency is independent of the signal-source power level (signal-source power was 

varied between 0.3 - 1 mW). At the same time, the temperature of the GOF in a GO-

coated waveguide without top cover was measured during control-source power injection. 

The temperature change for a varying control-source power level was also plotted in 

Figure 7.7. The temperature of the GOF increased linearly with increasing control-source 

power, with a maximum change of 3 oC when CW control-source power was set at 57 

mW. The measured temperature profile shares the same trend with the modulation 

efficiency. A relatively fast change in the GOF temperature was observed when the 

control-source source power was varied. It is expected that the absolute temperature of 

the GOF in contact with the SU-8 waveguides is much higher compared to the measured 
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temperature due to heat dissipation and temperature probe position from the waveguide 

channel (kept at less than 1 mm from the waveguide channel, which is still a large distance 

compared to the width of the waveguide channel of 3 µm). 

 

 

Figure 7.7: Modulation efficiency and GOF temperature at various control laser power. 

 

Carbonaceous materials have significant capability of self-heating through optical 

phonon excitation [17-20]. Guo [21] has shown that a 1 µm thick GOF can undergo a 

significant increase in temperature (> 40 oC difference compared to a bare substrate 

without GOF) when exposed to a low power broad band IR light source (with an emission 

spectrum covering the range from 1000 to 1700 nm). Thermally heated GOFs will 

undergo de-oxygenation reaction and the GOF will therefore be substantially reduced [17, 

21-23]. It is worth noting that the thermal stability of the oxygen functional groups can 

be ranked in the order of epoxide < carbonyl < hydroxyl [28]. A reduced-GOF, therefore, 

has a remarkably higher conductivity and consequently results in a larger optical 

absorption [25-27]. In our optical switch, the control-laser was launched in TE-mode 

which was then strongly absorbed by the GOF, creating a photo-thermal effect. The 

heated GO-film then has a greater attenuation at the signal-laser source wavelength and 
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eventually a suppression effect is induced. Thermally reduced-GOF is unstable and it can 

easily be oxidised back to its initial state [21, 24]. This re-oxidation is especially apparent 

in the present optical switch configuration, where the GOF was shielded by the NOA 

overcladding. The oxygen molecules that were released during the photo-thermal process 

cannot escape and will eventually bond back into the GO layers, causing reversible 

changes in the suppressive effect when the control-source was switched off. 

 

This suppression phenomenon was not observed when light from the control-

source was launched in TM–mode, due to the fact that the absorption cross-section of 

GOFs for light polarised in TM-mode is much lower compared with that of TE–mode 

and hence photo-thermal effect is less significant. Similar reasoning applies for signal-

source light that was launched in TM–mode, which has no significant effect on 

suppression. It is worth noting that the control-source can be in other wavelength due to 

the broadband response characteristic of GO. For example, when a 980 nm light source 

was used as the control signal, similar observation was obtained (suppression effect with 

~100 µs response time), but the modulation depth was much lower.  

 

The difference in the modulation efficiency is due to the change in interaction 

cross section of the GOF with its thickness. The GOF in the optical switch itself can be 

considered as another waveguide core, the amount of light guided in the GOF will depend 

on the GOF thickness as well as the wavelength. For example, 980 nm control-source has 

lower coupling ratio and eventually lessen the suppression effect as shown in Figure 7.8. 

In a separate test, we swapped the polarisation states of the control- and signal-source, 

where 1550 nm act as control-source. Similar suppression phenomenon with almost equal 

response time was observed on the 1480 nm signal-source, with the modulation efficiency 

obtained limited by the peak power of the 1550 nm laser diode of 3.7 mW. The 
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wavelength-independent response time obtained is due to the photo-thermal effect. As 

long as the environmental condition of the GOFs remained unaltered, the response and 

relaxation time of the GOF should remain.  

 

 

Figure 7.8: Modulation efficiency of the GO switch with 1480 nm and 980 nm control 
source. 

 

7.3 Conclusion 

An inverted optical switch was designed and fabricated. An inverted modulation 

depth of 72% (limited by the maximum modulation power level) has been measured 

between 1520 and 1590 nm (limited by the available wavelength range of the probe 

source). The modulation effect is due to reversible photothermal reduction of GOF with 

the thermal energy generated by strong TE-polarised light absorption in the GOF. The 

response time of 100 µs is limited by the heat dissipation rate of the GO-coated waveguide. 

The results obtained indicate that GO-coated waveguide has great potential to be used as 

an all optical waveguide modulator and as a basic building block of optical logic gate. 
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CHAPTER 8: THESIS CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

There are several achievements made during the course of this research study. The 

successful coating of GOF onto planar waveguide using drop-casting technique became 

the foundation for the rest of the works. Broadband (from 1530 nm to 1630 nm) 

polarization dependent loss of > 30 dB was achieved in a GO-coated optical waveguide 

channel using GO drop-casting. The polarisation effect is attributed to the anisotropic 

dielectric properties of GOF which is related to its stacking structure. The regular stacking 

of GO was created due to the GO droplet drying mechanism. As a result, GOWP was 

successfully demonstrated using this concept. Besides, the unique characteristic stacking 

structure of GOF also leads to high water molecule permeation. This property has enabled 

water and humidity sensing with just a minor change in the initial GOWP design. In-situ 

water sensing capability and humidity sensing in the range of 60% RH to 100% RH was 

demonstrated. The sensing mechanism is due to the change of GOF dielectric property 

when the water content within the GOF was varied. Last but not least, the GOWP can be 

used as an active inverted optical switch due to the photo-thermal reduction effect of GOF. 

Modulation depth as high as 72% with 100 µs modulation speed was achieved.   

 

Although the versatility of GOF in photonics applications was demonstrated, a 

number of improvements should be conducted to realise its potentials. However, these 

improvements were not carried out in the current study due to time limitation, instrument 

constraint and the need for a more comprehensive material study, which will cause 

deviation from the objectives of the current work. Instead, these improvements were 

discussed in following section as future works.  
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Waveguide Structure  

As discussed in chapter 5, air void was consistently created during the GO drop-casting 

due to its drying mechanism. However, the size of the air void is difficult to control. When 

smaller waveguide core was used, smaller air void will be created, which may enable 

light coupling to GOF adjacent to the sidewall of the waveguide channel, across the air 

void. This will increase the device insertion loss due to the increase propagation loss in 

TM-mode. To overcome this problem, embedded or strip waveguide instead of rib 

waveguide can be used. An embedded waveguide means only the top surface of the core 

is exposed to air during fabrication and hence the GOF will not cover the side of the 

channel during drop-casting.  

 

Graphene Oxide Coating 

There are two issues with the current GOF drop-casting technique. Wrinkles formation 

and flexibility in thickness control. First of all, wrinkle is unavoidable using the current 

coating technique, while the thickness gain of the GOF is “discrete” for a given 

concentration. As mentioned in chapter 4, wrinkling can be improved by adding alcohol 

to reduce the surface tension of the droplet solution and its contact angle. However, 

reducing the contact angle also enlarges the GO coating area. To achieve smaller coating 

area, more precise and advance control system in solution droplet volume is required; 

currently the smallest droplet size is limited to 1 µl with a mechanical micro-pipette. The 

advance system not only need to dispense solution in the nano-liter range, it also needs 

to have an imaging system for precise dispensing onto the waveguide (essentially, an 

automated GO solution dispensing system). Moreover, with smaller dispensing volume, 

thinner GOF can be achieved and will eventually lead to better control of the GOF 

thickness.  
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Comprehensive Study on Graphene Oxide Film 

As mentioned in chapter 7, GOF suffers from aging effect, where the film lost its 

hydrophilic characteristic over time. To date, the aging phenomenon is still being studied. 

Kim et al. state that the aging effect is a natural metastable characteristic of GO [1]. When 

comparing their results with ours, their GOF seems to have a longer aging (or relaxation) 

time of about 1 month. When the GO preparation method was compared, it was observed 

that there are some differences such as oxidation time, preparation temperature, and the 

oxidation agent used. Hence, a deeper material study to understand the aging effect and 

then to stabilise or prolong the C = O decompose time is required.  

 

Towards Optical Circuit  

GOWP, water and humidity sensing and modulator/switch are a few of many basic 

building blocks for optical circuit for advance application. For example, optical logic gate 

can be achieved by expanding the modulator design with Y-branch and directional 

coupler. An example of a NAND gate is shown in Figure 8.1. The signal (i.e. 1550 nm) 

was launched in continuously at both input 1 and 2 in TM-polarized mode. The control 

(i.e. 1480 nm) was launched in TE-polarized mode with modulation. On the output port, 

a polarization filter is used to filter the control TE-polarized mode and allow only TM-

polarized light to pass through. When both of the control inputs are “off”, the signal on 

both arms were allowed to transmit and hence the output is in “on” state. When either 1 

of the control signal is in “on”, the signal in the arm where the control signal is “on” will 

be suppressed, while the signal on the other arm, in which the control signal is “off”, will 

be transmitted. As a result, the output will remained “on”. The output will only be in “off” 

state when both the control signal is in “on” stage. This operation is essentially a NAND 

structure.  
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Figure 8.1: Optical NAND gate design based on GO switch principle. 
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APPENDIX A: LASER DIRECT WRITING 

Waveguide channel definition or patterning is important in PLC design and 

fabrication because the pattern of a waveguide defines the function of the circuit. In 

chapter 3, an established patterning method, photolithography was discussed. 

Photolithography is a common and developed technique used in the semiconductor 

industry for mass production due to its high repeatability. However, this technique is not 

suitable for research purposes and proof of concept applications. This is because 

conventional photolithography method involves expensive and high operating cost tools. 

Besides, a photomask is needed for the pattern transfer in photolithography. The 

photomask pattern design is fixed and new design would require fabrication of a new 

photomask which is both expensive and time consuming for the “design-fabricate-

characterize” cycle typical in optical waveguide research. On the other hand, direct 

writing of optical waveguide without the need of a photomask provides very high 

flexibility in the fabrication of optical waveguide functions with different circuit designs 

and a very low cost per design. The only drawback of direct writing method is the low 

throughput in mass production and the quality of the fabricated circuits may not perform 

as well as photolithographically fabricated samples [1-5].  

 

 The principle of direct writing is simple. Basically, it shares the same principle as 

drawing the circuit design on a paper with a pen. In most direct writing configurations, it 

is usually the “paper” that is moving while the “pen” is hold in a fixed position. In laser 

direct writing, the pen is replaced by a focused laser beam, while the paper is replaced by 

a layer of photosensitive waveguide material. When this “pen” writes, the light source 

will stamp its “footprint” on the “paper” - waveguide material. This footprint usually 

refers to changes in the material properties. This effect is dependent on the waveguide 

materials used and the wavelength of the light source. In a typical laser direct writing 
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process, optical mirrors and lenses are used to route and focus the laser beam. The 

waveguide layer is placed on a translation stage and the focused laser beam is focused 

into this layer. A computer controlled multi-axis stage is used to control the translation 

of the waveguide layer with reference to the optical design.  

 

Direct laser writing is not a new technique, it has been commercially used in 

photomask fabrication via e-beam direct writing. In this case, the “pen” is electron beam 

and the “paper” is photoresists. E-beam writing has very high resolution, but it suffers 

from long production time. Besides, vacuum system is required which results in a more 

complex and expensive system. In silica glass direct waveguide writing, the “pen” can be 

either a UV laser light source or femtosecond laser source. These laser light will induce 

a positive refractive index change in the silica glass being irradiated and eventually forms 

a waveguide channel [3-5]. However, both methods also suffer from their own shortages. 

UV laser required the sample to be photosensitive while femtosecond laser writing 

usually formed a non-uniform channel due to it being an ablation process [6, 7]. Both 

methods also require high start-up and maintenance cost of bulk laser.  

 

Another type laser direct writing, which was used in this work, is polymer based 

laser direct writing. The polymer material itself is UV photosensitive. A UV laser is used 

to create polymer cross-linked in this photosensitive layer. This layer will then undergo 

chemical etching (usually known as developing) to remove those un-cross-linked (UV 

un-irradiated) area. The advantages of this technique is that it does not require customized 

photosensitive polymeric materials. Instead, normal commercially available UV 

photoresists are sufficient. The limitation of this technique is that it is more suitable to 

work with negative tone photoresists [8].   
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System Setup 

In Photonics Research Center, UM, we have developed a laser direct writing system as 

shown in Figure A.1. The system consists of several modifications over conventional 

laser direct writing setup that are more user-friendly. In general, it consists of a 405 nm 

laser diode source, Suruga 6-axis stepper motor stage, real time monitoring CCD camera 

(DC1545 CNOS with 50x magnification), and a self-developed translation program based 

on LabVIEW. The major part of the direct writing system is covered with a plastic 

Perspex box which is tinted with yellow paper to avoid sample exposure to ambient UV 

light from fluorescent lamps and sunlight. The system is placed in a class 100k clean 

room to reduce particle contamination. The advantages of the system are discussed in 

detail in the following subsections. 

 
a) b) 

Figure A.1: a) Photo and b) schematic diagram of all-fibre laser direct writing system. 

 

405 nm Blue Laser and All Fibre Delivering System 

There are 2 wavelength choices of semiconductor laser commercially available, which 

are 375 nm and 405 nm. It is worth noting that they are no distinct boundary between 

blue and UV light, but the light source above 400 nm is classified as blue. At the 

beginning setup stage of this writing system back in 2008, only 405 nm blue laser diodes 

are commercially available in the market -  QPhotonics (QLD-405-20s) with 20 mW 

single mode fibre output, and mode field diameter of 3.6 µm. Besides, we adopted the 
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full fibre delivery method instead of free-space beam steering in traditional writing 

system. A single mode fibre coupled laser diode output can ensure a good Gaussian mode 

profile with stable power distribution. We then coupled the fibre into SM-300SC fibre 

which can further reduce the mode field diameter to about 2.5 µm which is perfectly 

matched with the width required for medium index contrast waveguide. Further laser 

beam focusing and spatial filtering are not required. The laser beam size is controlled by 

adjusting the distance between the fibre tip and the sample and do not require additional 

lenses for magnification.      

 

Choices of Polymer  

Most of the commercial available I-line photoresists has absorption spectrum as shown 

in Figure A.2 (taken from ref [9]). This is because the polymer itself is not photosensitive, 

which mean that it do not have any response to UV light to make any cross-link or 

decomposition reaction. However, by adding photoacid generator into these polymers, 

photoacid will be released when the polymers are irradiated with UV light. The photoacid 

then acts as catalyst in the polymer for crosslinking reaction. In SU-8, the photoacid 

generator used is Triaryl-sulfonium salt, which is a common photoacid generator in most 

of the I-line photoresists. As a result, most of the I-line photoresists shared the same UV 

absorption spectrum [9-11].    
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Figure A.2: Specific absorbance of SU-8. [9] 

 

Although 405 nm is not located at the polymer peak absorption (about 1/20 times 

less absorption compared to I-line at 365 nm), this can be compensated by using higher 

laser intensity during the writing process. The energy required for polymerization is 

measured in terms of fluence which is a product of intensity and exposure time. Which 

means that besides controlling the laser power, we also can control the exposure time to 

obtain fluence that exceed its minimum threshold for polymerization.  

    

Real Time Monitoring Control 

Spin coating is a developed technique to ensure large area uniform coating onto a 

substrate. However, the substrate itself may have bowing effect – the centre is slightly 

higher/lower than the edge. Therefore, before each writing process, the tilt and pitch of 

the sample need to be aligned so that any part of the sample would not touch the fibre tip. 

Scratching of the fibre tip on the sample surface during a writing process may contaminate 

the tip and affect the laser output profile, which will affect the remaining writing process. 

To avoid this, a real time monitoring CCD camera, placed perpendicular to the fibre tip 

and sample surface, was used. An example of the CCD image is shown in Figure A.3. 

During alignment, we observe the image of the fibre tip (on top) does not touch or scratch 
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on the sample (the bottom). Besides, by measuring the gap size (calibrated using the 

vertical axis of Sugura motor), the spacing between the fibre tip and sample surface can 

be estimated. This estimation is useful to determine the expansion of the laser beam in 

which it has a direct effect on the written channel width.  

 

 

Figure A.3: Real time CCD image of the direct writing system. 

 

LabVIEW Stage Motion Control 

The motion of the Suruga stage is fully controlled by a LabVIEW program. It takes some 

time to develop this program due to the microsecond delay in command transmission 

between the computer - Sugura controller and the stepper motor. In the most direct control 

(absolute position method), subsequent command line will only be sent to the Sugura 

stepper motor followed by the stepper motor after the stepper motor has completed its 

current translation command where the motor already reached the given coordinate. This 

method gives very high accuracy in positioning. However, the data querying and 

command time is in the microsecond range. Having laser exposure on a same point for 
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an extra few microseconds will create larger width (exposure area) as shown in Figure 

A.4a. This “dot” is detrimental to the waveguide characteristics. As a result, a second 

method was used - time variation. Instead of instructing the motor to move to an absolute 

position, the LabVIEW will instead query from the motor on its speed without telling it 

the position to stop. The stepper will travel until the LabVIEW program send out a “stop” 

command. The delay in command transmission in this case is smaller and the “dot” issue 

were not observable. The disadvantage using this method is position mismatch, especially 

in Y-branch and directional coupler design as shown in Figure A.4b. However, since the 

LabVIEW program has the full control of time, subsequent command can be sent to the 

Suruga controller before it reaches the desired position. As a result, the next command 

will reach the stepper motor exactly when the motor completed the current travelling. In 

other words, position mismatch can be compensated by controlling the timing of sending 

subsequent command to the controller. Figure A.4c shows a good overlapped Y-branch 

waveguide written using the time-variation method with timing offset.  

 

 

a) b) c) 

Figure A.4: Some example of direct written waveguide. 
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A Comparison Between Photolithographically and Direct Written 

Waveguide 

The direct written waveguide has poorer waveguide profile. A perfect square profile can 

be achieved via photolithography technique, while in direct laser writing, the cross 

section profile was rounded at the edges. Besides, occasionally there is some unknown 

vibration in the writing stage, which maybe due to resonance frequency or stepper motor 

vibration. As a result, jagged line is sometimes obtained as shown in Figure A.5. As a 

result, the optical propagation loss for direct writing waveguide is usually higher by up 

to 1 dB as compared to photolithographically patterned waveguide using the optimum 

process parameters.   

 

 

a) b) 

Figure A.5: a) Photolithographically waveguide and b) direct written waveguides. 

Jagged occurred in direct written waveguide. 

 

The repeatability of the writing is also relatively poor. For example, when the 

same pattern is repeated on the same substrate using the same laser fluence and writing 

program, the gap between the first and last directional coupler can be varied by up to 0.5 

µm. The cause of low repeatability on a same substrate is due to the relatively slow 

writing speed (300 µm/min). During the course of writing process, the “freshness” of the 
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photoresists film when the first circuits is written compared to the last circuits is written 

will change – due to the relatively long duration for the whole writing process to be 

completed.  

Most of the time in this work, direct laser writing was used to fabricate the 

photomask, which will then be used to produce SU-8 waveguides using photolithography 

method. It was found that the fabrication of photomask using laser direct writing is easier 

as the photoresist layer thickness required (AZ 1512) only about 1 µm (less than half the 

thickness of SU-8 waveguide).  
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